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By MARIA BRADEN
' Associated Press Wrtter
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky House of Representatives
was expected today to get its teeth into
one -of the meatier issues facing
lavemakers this year — revision of the
state's strip mine laws.
Natural Resources Secretary Jackie
Swigart was scheduled to testify before
a House committee on changes needed
to bring state law into compliance with
federal requirements.
Most of Wednesday's action was in
the Senate as legislators returned for
their -second week after a four-day
weekend.
The upper chamber passed its first
legislation of the 1980 session — a bill to

increase the terms of office of board
members of state-supported universities and members of the Council on
Higher Education from four to six
years and a measure that changes
"workmen's" compensation
to
"workers" compensation in state insurance laws.
The Senate also met for the first time
as a "committee of the whole" — with
every member present — to begin a
review of the state's ailing Road Fund.
The sponsor of the education
measure, Sen. Robert Martin, DRichmond, said it probably would be
tested in court, since there are those
who think the state Constitution
prohibits terms of office longer than
four years.
However, he said higher education

authorities believe expanded terms
would give greater continuity and independence to regents and trustees
And he said the move would prevent
any one governor from making all
appointments to the state university
boards and the -council, as is now the
case.
The schools covered by the bill are
the ljnivtrsities of Kentucky and
Louisville, Kentucky State University,
Northern
Kentucky
University,
Morehead State, Eastern Kentucky,
Western Kentucky and Murray State.
Sen. Georgia Davis Powers, DLouisville, sponsor of the name-change
bill, said it would be the "least controversial workmen's compensation
bill during the session."
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Legislators Expected To
Discuss Strip Mine Laws

White Testifies In Gordon Drug Trial
-An unindicted co-conspirator in the
District Court drug trial in
Paducah of Kenneth W. Gordon,
Benton, testified Wednesday that he
had received a written formula for a
drug known as MDA and that- Gordon
had refused to make it for him.
Gordon is charged with five counts of
attempting to manufacture a narcotic
susbstance, methamphetarnine, better
known as "speed," at three different
locations, including one in Murray,
from May to August of last year.
Alfred White, 27, who is the government's chief witness, admitted under
cross-examination by defense attorney
James Glanville that he got the formula
trOm a registered pharmacist while he
and Gordon were imprisoned together
last year. White said he was serving
time for parole violations.
When asked by Glanville if he was not
angry when Gordon refused to make
the drug for him, White said he was not.
He deined that was why he agreed to
serve as an informant
White said the accused had
manufactured drugs at Gordon's for-

mer residence at 717 Poplar St. in
Murray, White's mobile home in
Fairdealing, and a garage owned by the
defendant's parents, Dr. and Mrs.
Wendell Gordon of Benton.
White, whose testimony began
Tuesday, said he was aware of Gordon's orders to various companies for
chemicals and glassware and observed
the manufacturing of the illegal drugs
in progress.
He also said he accompanied Gordon
to the chemical storage area at Min-ray
State University's Blackburn Science
Building where Gordon allegedly stole
'chemicals and glassware. White
testified that Gordon had a master key
so the two did not have to break into the
building .
Calling Gordon his "business
associate," White said he had sold some
of the methsunphetmaine for $2,000 an
ounce after paying Gordon $800 an
ounce for the substance.
Denying the revenge motive, White
said he had turned informant in hope of
gaining leniency for his own offenses
although he said he had been

Calloway County Circuit
Court Jury List Released
The jury list for Calloway County
Circuit Court has been released by
Circuit Clerk Frances Shea. The
following prospective furors should
report to the courtroom at the cowthouse at 9 a.m. Monday, Feb. 4.
The list includes: Billy Ray Adams,
Frankie Jean Adams, James Rudy
Allbritten, Mike Baker, Sandra Barnett, Wanda Barrett, Glen Beach, Dick
Bidewell, J. C. Brandon, Beth Broach,
Charley Wade Bury, Dennis Michael
Burkeen, Carolyn Curd Byars, Lonzo
Troy Calhoun, Billie Carroll.
Herbert Parvin Craig, Jimmy E.
Dodson, Earleen Doran, Danny
Edwards, Joe Edd Emerson, Fred
Enoch, William Fandrich, Lorraine

Claudia Gelb, Janice B. Hale, Pat Holt,
Harold Hopper, Harold Howard, John
Irvan, John Lassiter, Bobby Dean
Locke.
George Marine, Lancie Month, Ron
McAlister, E. L. McCain, Anita
McCallon, Edward McCallon, Brenda
McClain, Skip Neal, Josephine Oakley,
Suzanne Oakley, Joe Parker, Judy
Parker, Aggie Lee Paschall, Agnes
Payne, Betty Jo Purdom.
Ella Mae Quertermous, Grogan
Roberts, Mildred W. Roberts, Hilda Jo
Rogers, Tommy Sanders, Michael
Shelton, Elizabeth Slusmeyer, Sam
Spiceland, Mary Katheryn Stark,
Walter Lee Steely, Ron Talent, John
Trotter, Leonard Vaughn, Ruth Warren
and C. H. Hulse.

NEW FOUR RIVERS OFFICERS — Dr. Rex F. Galloway (seated left ), chairman of the Department of Management at
Murray State University and newly installed president of the Four Rivers Manufacturers Council for 1980, discusses some
of the plans for the organization with other new officers. Shown with him are: (seated) Paul Kiesow, plant manager of
Fisher-price Toys in Murray, vice president; and (standing from left) Jim Miller, manager of the Walker Boat Yard in
Paducah, corresponding secretary; and Paul Schroeder, plant manager of Pennwalt Corporation in Calvert City, recording secretary. Not shown is a fifth officer, EdShinners, vice president and general manager of Vanderbilt Chemical Cor.malign ill Mgrr_ay, treasurer. The officers will also serve during the year on the board of directors for the organization,
hich is made up of about 40 ManufactUring ifirpird'eeTabigreornparites in West Kentucky, West Tennessee. and Southern

guaranteed no immunity. He informed
Kentucky State Police of Gordon's
activities after an explosion of the
chemical process concluded by Gordon
burned White's Fairdealing trailer.
White said that Gordon set up the
third laboratory at the garage of his
father's home ip Benton after the July
21 fire and White's contacts with
authorities. When White informed the
police of that location, a search warrant
was obtained which led to Gordon's
arrest.
White's testimony was corroborated
Dr. Rex F. Galloway,chairman of the
by another prosecution witness, Sandra
Department of Management at Murray
Thin-man, who said she was White's
State University, has been elected and
live-in girlfriend. The trailer fire
installed as the new president of the
destroyed Ms. Thin-man's van parked
Four Rivers Manufacturers Council for
next to it.
1980.
Virginia Sinai of Lexington testified
Elected and installed, along with
Tuesday that she is a former girlfriend
Galloway, as officers of the
of Gordon's and had Seen the various
organization and members of its board
chemicals and glassware at his Murray
of directors for 1980 were:
home. Ms. Sinai said that Gordon told
Paul Kiesow, plant manager of
her the materials were for class exFisher-Price Toys in Murray, vice
periments. However, she said she
president; Ed Shinners, vice president
noticed paperback books on "how to
and general manager of Vanderbilt
make your own drugs" lying about the
Chemical Corporation in Murray,
house.
treasurer; Jim Millet, manager of
She also said that Gordon had access
Walker Boat Yard in Paducah,
to MSU's chemistry department
corresponding secretary; and Paul
because he had duplicated keys he had
Schroeder, plant manager of Pennwalt
received from the janitor.
Corporation in Calvert City, recording
Ms. Sinai, who broke up with Gordon
secretary.
after an argument in April 1979,
About 50 companies in West Kentucky, West Tennessee, and Southern
testified she accompanied him to
Illinois currently hold membership in
Cincinnati once to,
chemicals and
said he and his br—
- -Ow -Four ...Rivers -.B4sionfictittlega.
Gordon Chemical Co. in order to make
Council, •tin organization made up
purchases.
primarily of chief executive officers or
Officials of the MSU chemistry
plant managers of manufacturing and
department, including a professor, a
processing concerns. It meets monthly
curator and a student in charge of the
to discuss and deal with issues and
supplies, testified about Gordon's use of
problems relating to manufacturing
chemicals and equipment.
and processing operations in the area.
Other witnesses have included
Galloway said an important goal of
several law enforcement officials who
the organization is to provide an
testified about the circumstances
ongoing program to encourage and
leading to Gordon's arrest and three
assist in the development of conditions
representatives of chemical companies
for constructive management practices
in St. Louis, Paducah and Bowling
in the industries it represents.
Green.
Among other significant functions of
The company representatives stated
the council each year are: apthat they had filled orders for Gordon
proximately three plant tours; the
Chemical Co. or had hactorders picked
awarding of a $500 scholarship to a
up directly at their facilities by Gordon.
Murray State student as part of the

Galloway Installed As President
Of Four Rivers Manufacturers

Government Accuses Them Of Biased Reporting

Afghans Order Journalists Out
KABUL Afghanistan (AP) — The
Soviet-backed Afghan government has
ordered all American journalists out of
the country, accusing them of biased
reporting and "interference in the
country's internal affairs," a U.S.
Embassy official told the journalists
today.
Authorities detained the Americans
at Kabul's Intercontinental Hotel,
where most were staying, and told
them they would be expelled Friday.
About 50 or 60 of the approximately
correspondents,
Western
200
photographers and broadcast crew
members now in Afghanistan are
American.
Most arrived early this month after
the Soviet Union poured tens of
thousands of its traps into this central
Asian country, where they helped
overthrow one Marxist government and
replace it with another and have been
helping the Afghan army put down an
anticommunist rebellion in
._ the cowtryside.
The Afghan order came three days
after Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's
regime in neighboring Iran ordered all
American journalists out of that
country.
A Western diplomat in New Delhi,

India, said initial reports said only
American citizens were to be deported
from Afghanistan. It was not clear
whether this included nonAmericans
working for U.S. organizations.
The Soviet news agency Tass quoted
an Afghan Revolutionary Council
decree as saying "phony" American
correspondents
had
entered
Afghanistan and were "practicing in
fabrications and insinuations, one being
more absurd than another. Their aim is
to step up tension in our country,
disrupt the normal life of the Afghans."
It mentioned in particular the New
York Times, Washington Post and
Christian Science Monitor newspapers
and "American radio and television
companies."
"We cannot but qualify the activities
of the above-mentioned journalists as
flagrant interference in the affairs of
the sovereign state of Afghanistan.
That is why the Revolutionary Council
has taken a decision to expel the
American
journalists
from
Afghanistan," Tess quoted The decree
as saying.
Russian officers commanding the
Soviet force in Afghanistan are understood to have complained to Afghan
authorities about the almost daily in-

cidents between Soviet soldiers and
foreign correspondents filming,
photographing and trying to interview
them.

from the Afghan border and 180 miles
from Kabul, the Afghan capital.

It has become routine for Soviet
troops to arrest correspondents and
confiscate film. Reporters are usually
held for a couple of hours and released
In some cases troops have fired at the
tires of cars carrying correspondents.
The Afghan government continues to
exercise'rigorous censorship. It does
not permit journalists to telephone or
wire reports out the country that
mention the Soviet presence.'
Many of the Western journalists'
news reports and much of their film
have been hand-carried to other
countries.

"There will be a period of comparative calm," he continued. "But it
will be unwise for the West not to understand the urgent need for the
defense of their interests, including
Pakistan's security."
"We are fully aware of the danger
now and We are going to move fast
now," said Carrington when a reporter
noted that the Western nations took no
action to counter the expanding Soviet
influence in Afghanistan after the first
communist coup in May 1978.
"Our compatriots are still fighting all
over Afghanistan," elders among the
refugees told the British official and
retorters with him.

On Wednesday, Britain's Foreign
Secretary predicted that the Soviet
Union will not advance beyond
Afghanistan for the time being but
warned the Western allies to give top
priority to bolstering Pakistan's
defenses.
"Anybody who does not take the
Soviet threat to the region seriously is
certainly deceiving himself," said Lord
Carrington after a visit to a refugee
camp in northwest Pakistan 40 miles

But there were no reports of new
fighting between the Moslem guerrillas
who rebelled against communist rule 20
months ago and the Soviet and Afghan
armies. U.S. military analysts in
fthington said earlier this week that
contrary to unconfirmed rennt-t g from
Afghan rebel sources of widespread
attacks on the estimated 100,000 Soviet
troops in Afghanistan, the Russians
have not yet had to mount a major
offensive.

Labor-Management Classic' conducted
by the Kentucky Department of Labor
and Department of Commerce;
selection of a number of guest speakers
with significant expertise in their areas
to address the membership; and cosponsorship with Murray State of the
Distinguished Lecture in Management
on the campus.
A summer picnic and Christmas
banquet are other annual council activities.
The board of directors for 1980 has
been expanded from eight to 18
members. In addition to the new officers, directors elected and serving
this year are:
Anthony Androski, general manager
of Westvaco Corporation in Wickliffe;
Tony Casagrande, general manager of
Ingersoll-Rand in Mayfield; Dr. David
Eldredge, dean of the College of
Business and Public Affairs at Murray
State; William Guiel, general manager
tkublein, Inc., in Paducah; E. J.

Haverstock, general manager of The
Tappan Company in Murray; Harold
Jenks, administrator of Lourdes
Hospital in Paducah.
John Morgando, general manager of
Proform, Inc., in Paducah; Don
Starkey, director of cooperative and
experiential education at Murray
State; James C. Tidwell, Paducah city
manager; Frank Welch, general
manager of Ferry-Morse Seed Company in Fulton; Dr. Andrew Wood,
general manager of GAF Corporation
in Calvert City; Charles Woods, general
manager of B.F. Goodrich Chemicals,
Inc., in Calvert City, and Dan Carden,
Paducah businessman.
Galloway said managers of
manufacturing and processing firms
which are not now members are encouraged to become part of the Four
Rivers organization. He added that
further information may be obtained by
contacting any of the officers of the
organization.

Agencies, Counselors' Get
State Counseling Award
Human service agencies and
professional counselors in Calloway
County have been awarded the 19'79
Community Interagency Counseling_
Coordination Award by the Kentucky
Personnel and Guidance Association.
The award selection, made by the
Interagency Counseling Coordination
Committee
of
statewide
the
association, was based on the outstanding work being done by the
professionals in Calloway County both
in the delivery of services to the
residents of the area and in fostering
interagency coordination throughout
the county.
Linkages between all those involved
In the counseling profession is important since it helps to assure that a
complete program, covering a wide
variety of services, can be provided
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partly cloudy
Partly cloudy and cooler
tonight, lows in the upper 20s to
low 30s. Partly sunny and cooler
Friday, highs in the mid to upper
40s.
Ky Extended Forecast
Mild conditions are expected
Saturday, with rain on Sunday
before clearing on Monday.

relatively easily, according to a
spokesman.
Some of the agencies participating in
the interagency program include the
Counseling and Testing Center at
Murray State University; the MurrayCalloway County Mental Health Center; Bureau for Social Services;
Bureau for Social Insurance; the
county juvenile office; Senior Citizens;
the Murray Chapter of the American
Red Cross; the Calloway County Health
Department; Vocational Rehabilitation
of the State Department of Education;
the Murray State University Special
Education Department; and school
guidance counselors throughout
Calloway County.
Don Brock, center supervisor of the
Murray-Calloway County Mental
Health Center, is the 1980 chairman of
the local organization.

Experts Destroy
Dynamite At
City Landfill
A demolition team from Fort Knox
successfully destroyed tiks sticks of old,
unstable dynamite Wednesday after it
was discovered at Fitts Block and
Ready Mix, Inc., according to Jackie
Cooper, Murray fire chief.
Cooper said the dynamite was taken
to the Murray City landfill and burned.
The dynamite had been discovered by
Fitts personnel during a recent cleanup
Tuesday. Cooper said the sticks had
changed color and crystalized. He
added those conditions Indicate the
dynamite was in very unstable CM_
dition.
Members of the Murray „Fire
Department stored the dynamite in a
secure spot until it could be destroyed,
Cooper said

_
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NOSPIAL NEWS
1-12-80
Adults 146
Nursery 5
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Treena E. Graves,1104 West
4th SL, Fulton, Mrs. Maureen
A. Linsen and Baby Girl, Box
36-A, Hardin, Billy J. Hale, Rt.
1, Box 230, Almo, Mrs.
Dorothy M..Wyatt, 1614 Kirkwood, Murray, David R.
Downing, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tenn., Denise L. Barrett, Rt.
2, Box 256, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Doreen M. Taylor, 316
Samuel, Clinton, Mrs. Cheryl
L. Edwards, Rt. 5, Box 450AA, Murray: Martha Jane
Brandon, 722 Sycamore,
, Murray, Jane P. Krabill, 270
South 16th St., Murray, Reda
Adams,821 Glendale, Murray,
Robert W. Mapes, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., • Harold C.
Walls, Rt. 6, Box 305, Murray,
Mrs. Bethel C. Williams, 201
Blythe St., Paris, Tenn., Jerry
L. Newsome, Rt. 2, Mayfield,
Rickie J. Hughes, Box 194,
Puryear, Tenn., Mts. Wanda
Faye Burkeen, Rt. 3, Box 318B, Benton, Lue J. Finney,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray,
Edward S. Ferguson, 1005
Sharp SI., Murray, Mrs. Mary
Ann Hale, Rt. 2, Hazle, Urie F.
Kelso, Rt. 7, Box 452, Murray,
William T. McGehee, 40812
North 1st St., Murray, Nina
Ester Craig, Fe2, Hazel.

1, Box 194, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Mary M..Morgan, P. 0.
Box 1343, Paris, Tenn., James
I.. Nance, P. 0. Box 27,
Puryear, Term., William P.
Dunaway. Rt. 1, Box 52.
Dover, Tenn., Buel E. Stalls,
Sr., 407 North 5th St., Murray,
Levi V. Lane, Rt. 2, Box 9,
Paris, Tenn., James B. Finzer, Rt. 6, Box 216, Murray.
Mrs. Ada M. Gibson (expired), 302 North 8th St.,
Murray.
01-14-80
Newborn Admissions
Reddish,
Baby
Girl
(Melody), Rt. 2, Box 227-G,
Buchanan,Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Barbara G. Blanchard,
Rt. 9, Benton, Charles 0.
Lovins, Rt. 2, Box 56, Murray,
Ricky D. Dumas, 1910
Westwood, Murray, Artell W.
Magness, 1609 West Main,
Murray, Burie Dale Charlton,
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Mignie L.
Stockdale, Rt. 1, Camden,
Tenn„ Mrs. Marian Alice
McNeary, 1513 London Dr.,
Murray, Charles H. Farris,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray,
Mrs. Lissie B. Travis, 514
Brookside Dr., Mayfield, Mrs.
Effie P. Harrell, P.O. Box 74,
Benton,.T.G. Curd, Sr., Box
176, New Concord, Henry W.
Boyd, 504 Whitnell, Murray,
Fred Taylor Lee, Rt. 4, Box
156, Murray.

1-13-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Toney, Baby Boy 1Sandra ),
Rt. 1, Box 241, Murray,
Maynard, Baby Boy ( Donna),
2-A Coach Estates, Murray.
Cornwell,
Baby
Girl
I Rebecca), Rt.' 1. Union
Hill
Church Rd., Benton, Walker,
Baby Boy ( Rogenna), 1518
Murray
St.,
Mayfield,
England, Baby Boy (Brenda),
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn„ Geurin,
Baby Boy ( Brenda), 1112
Sycamoie, Murray, Alderdice, Baby Boy (Nancy), Rt. 1,
Box 80,Sedalia.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Anita M.Billington and
Baby Boy, Rt. 8, Box 70,
Murray, Mrs. Margaret E.
Tharp, 2205 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Wanda L.
Williams, 509 White St., Paris,
Tenn., Robert E. Belson,
General Delivery, New
Concord, Ralph E. Crain, Rt.

HOSPITALPATIENT
Dismissed recently from
Murray, Mrs. Elsie A. Boyd, Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
1711 Magnolia, Murray, Lynn was Mrs. Barbara Phelps of
I). Burkeen, 141 3 Bx. 366, Murray.
Murray, Richard L. Carson,
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Rt. 6 Bx, 174, Murray, Mrs.
Gertie Mohler of Alm° was
Christine M. Dunn, P.O. Bx.
63, Dexter, Ralph C. Bennett dismissed Jan. 3 from the
(expireds. Kt. 1 Bx. 60. Marshall County Hospital,
Benton
K irkse

Derm.A611.
By Abigail Van Buren

This Bed-Bug
Is Real Louse .
DEAR ABBY: My husband sill call him Joe) and I live in
the same house but have sepaejte bedrooms because I've
known for years that Joe can't ave other women alone. I
got tired of fighting with him about it, so I just gave up. In
fact, I don't even care anymore.
I'm staying with him until our daughter grows up. Barbara is 11, and Joe is a very good provider.
A few weeks ago Joe went. to Colorado to visit his
brother. Frank,and he Wok Barbara along. When they came
home Barbara told me that after Uncle Frank went to work.
Daddy and Aunt Jennie would lock themselves in the
bedroom for a long time. She said Daddy told her not to tell
anyone.
Abby. should I let this go or make a stink? After all.
Jennie isn't just another woman. She's his brother's wife!
NAMES CHANGED
DEAR CHANGED: What's to be gained by making a
stink? Your husband would probably turn on Barbara for
turning him in.
Since your daughter is being exposed to some raunchy
behavior on the part of married folks, be sure she
understands that not all married men behave like Daddy,
nor do all married women carry on like Aunt Jennie.

1-15-80
No Newborn Admissions
Dismissals
Mrs. Anita C. Bear, Rt.5 Bx.
371, Murray, Debbie J. Culver,
DEAR ABBY: My old lady and I are having an argument
Rt. 5, Benton, William David and. hope you can settle it.
Forrester, Rt. 1 Bx. 217,
I say pigeons are stilt being trained to carry messages,
Farmington, James E. Green, and the wife says that pigeons haven't carried anything hut
Rt. 1 Bx. 408, Hardin, Mrs. diseases since the Civil War.
Who is right?
Paula 0. Hall, P.O. Bx. 563,
ANDY IN FORT WORTH
Cadiz. Michael E. Hopkins,
Bx. 24, Dexter, Mrs. Carolyn
DEAR ANDY: You are. Pigeons are still being trained to
E. Kilgore, CR Bx. 97, New
carry messages. They were used in World War II for that
Concord, Gary Kirks, Rt. 4, purpose.)
Murray, Owen D. Moore, Rt. 3
Bx. 1027, Murray, Wilma L.
DEAR ABBY: What is a mother supposed to say when her
Snow,800 Curtis, Paris, Tenn., child asks. "Can Kevin stay for supper?"-and Kevin is
standing right there looking up into your face?
Mrs. Brenda J. Stalls, B2 Fox
I always say,"Of course, but Kevin has to call his mother
Meadows, Murray, Mrs. Vicki
L. Washer, Rt. 1, Murray, and get her. permission firSt.Then my brat says, "Mother,.you call Kevin's mother.
Mrs. Beverly Duffy, S. 10th,
Apt. 2, Mayfield, Finis C. He's afraid to."
So, like a'ninny, I call Kevin's mother, and she says,"Are
Barrow, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. you sure he'll
be no trouble?" Then what am I supposed to
Mary A. Alexander, Hanson, say? Anyway. I think you have the picture.
Harold D. Sheppard, Rt. 3,
I really don't mind having one more for supper because
mine is an only child, and it's nice for him to haver some,)ne
play with. But I don't like being maneuvered into J., and my
son pulls this often. Also, after supper they play until it s
dark, and guess who has to take the dinner goes: home?
Is there a solution?
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
CONNED IN CONNERSVILLE

tonite's movies

DEAR CONNED: Your resentment at being outsmarted
by a couple of junior con artists is understandable, but
you're lucky your son has friends. Simply instruct him to ask
you privately if he may have a guest for supper.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "IN LOVE WITH A CO-WORKER
WHO'S TRAPPED IN A LOVELESS MARRIAGE": Get
out of that office and out of his life. It would be easier to
-roafiller thanjo bide the Jack ‘t,40
two are madly in love.
,
7:00,9:05 I

I 7:20,9:30
Teens: Are there some questions you just can't ask
anyone about sex, drugs, your own feelings? Get Abby's
new booklet, WHAT TEENAGERS OUGHT TO KNOW
Send $2 to Abby, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212. Enclose a long, stamped 128 cents), self-addressed
envelope.
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THE ACES®

IRA G CORN, JR
"15

There are no laws regarding the winning play of
today's trump suit. However, there are clues and an
alert declarer should find
his way through the maze.
East takes two hearts and
shifts to a club. Declarer
• wins his ace and must
decide on how to play the
trumps. With two tricks in
for the'defense, he must find
a way to hold his .losses to
only one trump trick. How
does he proceed?
The first step is W go
back to the bidding. The
play has marked East with
the A-Q of hearts and a five
'card heart suit(West led the
deuce). Had East also held
the king of -spades, he might
well have overcalled one
DEL FLEMING,left, of Cub Scout Pack 73 accepts a check
club with one heart.
from Gracie Holland from the Southwest Calloway ParentSo the first clue indicates
Teacher Club to use in the work of the Scouting program.
that the spade king is most
likely with West. To preserve all options, declarer
leads a low diamond to
dummy's 10 and leads a low
spade off dummy, inserting
his seven when East plays
the six. West wins the 10 of
GARRETT GIRL
Murray-Calloway County trumps and exits with a club
Mr. and Mrs. Doug Garrett Hospital.
which declarer wins with
of 1704 Main Street, Murray,
Timothy Wayne, weighing the queen.
are the parents of a baby girl, seven pounds 314 ounces, was
The next question is "How
Bonney Jean, weighing eight born at 10:53 p.m.and Thomas many trumps does West
pounds one ounce, measuring Owen, weighing six pounds have?" If he has two, the
20 inches. born on Wednesday, 111.4 ounces, was born at 11:04 winning play is a trump to
Jan. 9. at 9:03 p.m. at the p.m.
'dummy's ace If he has
Murray-Calloway County
They have another son, John three, declarvr must run the
Hospital.
Marvin, 5. The father is self .queen to pin East's jack.
The clues here are quite
The father is a truck driver employed as a farmer and the
for Bon Jour, and the mother mother is on leave from H & R subtle. East is known to
have five hearts and West
is seci'etarY for Dr. Richard
Block.
Stout.
Grandparents are Mr. and only four. Accordingly, the
.
odds favor more spades
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Alderdice of
with West than with East -Mrs. Gene Garrett of Sedalia Route 1, and Mr. and
West's hand has one more
Louisville, Robert Fulton of
Mrs. Dale Baker of Mayfield space for a spade
than
San Francisco, Calif., and
Route 1,formerly of Murray. East's
•
Mrs. Jean Fulton of Fullerton,
Calif. Great grandmothers are
Mrs. Oina Fulton and Mrs.
Zella Freeland of Murray and
Mrs, Ruby Garrett of-Barlow.
-r

'47--B6r2744-

ALDERDICF:TWINS
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Alderdice
of Sedalia Route 1 announce
the birth of twin baby boys,
born on Sunday. Jan. 13, at the

.1/rs. Kerlick
am e(1 Dean's
List, School
Mrs. Jim t Patricia Day)
Kerlick of Madisonville,
daughter-in-law of Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Kerlick of Murray,
has been named to the Dean's
list at the University of
Louisville School of Law.
_The young,wornan is in her
Louisville. Her husband, Jim,
is personnel director with
McCoy
Enterprises
of
Madisonville.
Mrs. Kerlick is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Day of
Madistinville.

Jim Adams

"Steps To Take In The 80's" Methodist Church Women were Lola Jones, Martha
was the theme of the program held on Tuesday, Jan. 8, at 7 Jones, Gladys Jones,
Rita
presented at the meeting of p.m. at the church.
Culver, Venice Travis and
Taking part in the program --Rachel Jackson.
the Brooks Chapel United
Lola Jones, vice president,
presided in the absence of the
president, Jo Elliott, who was
unable toettend due to illness.
Mrs. Jones also gave the
devotion.
The women made plans to invite the Independence
Church' -Women to be their
Your table set with elegant European crystal
guests at the February
stemware doesn't have to be a mere dream anymore •
meeting. A spring sale and
Because now for a limited time only, We are offering
supper
was planned for March
genuine Lady Victoria Fine Crystal Stemware. an
22.
elegant French crystal that will bring the beauty,
One visitor was Tom Ed
charm and .romance of the Old World to your table at
Travis.
prices that will easily fit your weekly budget.
Over the coming weeks, we will be offering this fine
European crystal on a simple, convenient item-a-week
program at savings of over 40%. Each week of the
program a set of four place setting glasses, or a
tabletop completer item, will be featured at a special
sale price. During non-feature weeks. all items will be
available at their regular prices. All items in the Lady
Victoria Fine crystal line are carried in open stock, so
• The Women's Winter Tennis
you can add or replace pieces long after the promotion
League will meet Monday,
has ended.
Stop in and start your set today. You will soon be the
Jan. 21, at 9:15 a.m. at the
proud owner of a service of genuine European crystal
Murray High School Tennis
that will be treasured by you and your family for
Courts to go to play at 10 a.m.
generations.
at the Kenlake Tennis Center.
Pairings are as follows:
Andrea Hogancamp,
Georgianna Moffitt, Brenda
This week only to introduce you to the beauty and
-Marquardt, and Patsy Oakley.
charm ,of Lady Victoria Fine Crystal Stemware, we are
Shelia Farmer, Lillie ,
Atitri_rt set of four wine glasses at the special inJohnson, Ruth Pickens; end'
toduCtory price of only $3.99. That's $3.00 off the
Caral„Boaz.
regular discount price. Stop in lid take advantage of
Jeanetta Williams, Agnes
the special offer today. Buy one, two, three sets or
Payne, Patsy Miller, and
more and start building your very own service of
Peggy Billington.
genuine European crystal.
Shirley Homra, Janet
Housden, Joni Billington, and

NORTHSIDE & SOUTHSIDE
Bring the Beauty and Romance
OfGenuine European Crystal
'lb Your Table With...

Imported from Prance

• •'•

%.
40
,

L-44
1j
flat

Outstanding Features

*Genuine f orope_an tine crystal
*Smooth Sheer rims
1811 (fateful stems
'
•Gerieous capacities
a940103laceis,coiLa
•tempered for duri5T4 gSargr
•-frae-yesr wino*, Nernst detects in neteriais
worlinsanstrip
*Extraordinary daftly
•Werghted bees •
*Seamless construction
*Dishwasher sate
oltioxime got pac barn
'I. stoci

SAVE
OVER

40%
Sell I Al

-a4Tvintswmav
$3?9
sort!) each
$3 00 purchase

WEST
EAST
•J 6
# K 10 2
•J 8 6 2
•AQ10 9 4
•8 73•95 2
47 6 3
45 4 2
SOUTH
•Q 9 8 74
V 53
•A Q J 6
4A Q

West
Pass
All pass

Orr
)ou
day

Deuce of

and
wer
Rue
Riff
sver
Mr.
Mr
Lor
Ma

East
Pass
Pass

Sold!
14
4•

Opening lead
hearts

The detective work over.
declarer leads his spade
queen to obliterate the
trump suit and earns his 10
tricks and a vulnerable
game
Bid with Coro
South holds

I-17-B

•A 5 3
•K7
•K 104
•K J 10 9 8
South
1•
1 NT
•

North
1•
2 NT

ANSWER: Three no trump
Well above a sub minimum
and a clear acceptance of
North's invitation
--Send bridge questions to The Aces
l'0

Box

12363. Dallas

Texas 75225

with self -addressed. stamped en%elupr
for reply

HAWAII
Waikiki Wonderland
March 5-12
MSU Alumni Assn. &
Baseball Team Fans

Lynn Stout.C

Outrigger Surf or Outrigger West Hotels
Per Persom From Memphis
Per Person From Memphis

Tour Escorted from Memphis

fee
Ros
huh ,
Mr.
Rev
and
11.

North
1+
2•

*Missy and junior Sportswear
Up To 50% Off
*Jeans and Corduroy
25 to 50% Off
*Winter Coats
Up To 50% Off
*Rain Coats
1/3 Off -----

722
$713
$827

rect.
lam

Dealer

LookZng
great at half price!

Twin Occupancy
Triple Occupancy
Single Occupancy

and
Nas
and
chi),
Sed.

Vulnerable Both
North The bidding:

go root for the "home team" in
Honolulu. Tour includes air fair, hotels,
Women Will
Play Monday transfers and city tour (other tours optional)
At Kenlake

VICTORIA
LADY
Fine Crystal Stemware
•t
•

•A 5 3
•K 7
•K 104
•KJ10911

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Brooks Chapel Women Hold Meet At Church

THE ROSE*
44 Li

1-17-A

LITTLET

7:05,9:30

BETTE MIDLER
ALAN BATES

NORTH

"Someone has tabulated
that we have put 35 million
laws on the books trying to
enforce the Ten Commandments." -- Bert Masterson.

Per Person Fr-orn Memphis-

• Coil MSU Alumni Assn. Sparks Hall

Mr.
Rry
the
and
tie
an
rec .

16.
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Many- Persons `Visit In Area

CALENDAR
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Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
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By Mrs. R. D. Key
Jan. 2, 1980
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
and children, Guy and Ginger,
Nashville, Tenn., and the Rev.
and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
children, Rickie and Bryan, of
Sedalia, spent the weekend
recently with the Glynn Orr
family of Puryear, Tenn.
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry
Lee and daughter, Tabitha, of
Roseville, Mich., spent the
holidays with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Lee and the
liev and Mrs..Warren Sykes,
and her grandmother, Mrs. R.
li. Key.
The Rev. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr and Jack Wyatt visited
Douglas Vandyke on Saturday:—
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Hopkins
and son, Mike, Chicago, Ill.,
were the recent guests of Mrs.
Ruby Owen and Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus Hopkins. While they
were here they, along with
Mrs. Ruby Owen, Mr. and
Mrs. Rex Owen, Annissa and
Lori, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Max Dale on a Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes,
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes and
Bryan, Mrs. R. D. Key, and
the Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
and daughter, Tabitha, were
guests in the home of the Rev.
and Mrs. Warren Sykes
recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins and Kenny, Mrs.

saturday,Jan. 19
and
rounding
will be held at 7:30
at the Woodmen of the
!Hall

square

Order of the Eastern Star is
recently of Mr. and Mrs. scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Larry Blakely.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson visited
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
doer
M
of PEO
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled N,±,.rilood will
on Sunday..
have a 12 noon
Mary Bell Jones was the presented at the meeting of presided. A special offering
the
Mrs. Nomie Olive visited to meet at 7:30 p.m. at
'.i.on at the home of Mrs.
leader for the program on the Olga Hampton WMU of the was taken for a young couple
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Van- Ellis Community Center.
E. O'Brien, Allen Dale "The Missionary Call" Sinking Spring Baptist Church that is attending the seminary
dyke and Mrs. R. D. Key on
Murray, with Mrs.
held on Monday, Jan. 7, at 7 at Louisville.
Film and panel discussion .1•,! t • Parker
Saturday.
as chairman of
p.m,
at the church.
The Calendar of Prayer was
Martin
annual
Mr. and Mrs. Howard. for the first
t• t,servance of Founders
Mrs. Jones was assisted in read by Faye Orr who also led
Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Luther King, Jr., Celebration, 144;
the program presentation by in special prayer for those
Orr, the Rev. and Mrs. Glynn sponsored by the MurrayMary Turner, Hattie Lee nussionaries having birthdays'
Orr, Rickie and Bryan Orr, Calloway County Ministerial
\1 urraN State basketball
Galloway,
Ruth Warren, on that day.
Association
p.m.
,
7
at
will be
Mr. and-Mrs. Gaylon Morris,
Starks,
Kathryn
and Larue
icature
Also present were Dorothy
the
Lady
Racers
Mr. and Mrs. Ceylon H. at the Calloway Public at
5 15 p.m. and the Men
Turner.
Brandon,
1.orene Owen, and
Weatherfo
Beth
rd
Mrs.
Library.
Morris, Michelle and Mary
Racers at 7:30 p.m., both received a bachelor of science
Maxine Nance, president, Mildred Crawford.
Grace Morris were recent - ararnsr Middle ---1'enriesee- - degree with- a rintjor
-• guests_ of Mrs. Jessie
Jackson Purchase Section of SUL.
University, at the MSU teaching health and physical
Paschall. the American Society for SiwriN
Arena.
education, kindergarten
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Hopkins Quality Control will have a
through 12th grade, in.
and children, Karen, Kenny, dinner meeting at the Colonial
AI-A-Thon is scheduled to
Margaret Taylor opened her
call the prayer and read the
Kim, and Kurk, Cincinnati, House Smorgasbord, Murray, fleet at .8 p.m. at Carman ceremonies on Dec. 14 at the
scripture from Matthew 6:19Ohio, spent the weekend with at 6 p.m. with .Don Jones, Pavvillion, College Farm Freed-Hardeman College, home for the De.cernber
potluck luncheon meeting held
21 and Luke 6:38.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Hopkins Murray attorney, to speak on Road. This is a support group Henderson, Tenn.
The graduate is the wife of by the Eva Wall Mission
An article, "I Keep Faith
and Mrs. Ovie Wilson. On "Product Liability."
for families and friends of
Rickey Lee Weatherford. She Group of the Memorial Baptist
With
Young Folks" was read
Saturday the Hopkins family,
BusineSs and Professional alcoholics and for information is a 1974 graduate of Henry Church.
by Margaret Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Mabern Key,
call
437-4229.
Women's Club will meet at
County High School, Paris,
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
Those present were the Rev.
and Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Tenn., and is the daughter of pastor of the church, read the
Dr. and Mrs. White, Pat
Wilson and Lavettia visited
Sunday,
Jan.
20
Restaurant with Judy Grogan,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. scripture from Luke 2:11 and
Futrell, Modelle Miller, Lottie
Mrs. Ovie Wilson.
Special Day of the Month
RN, Marshall County Mental
Wilson
of Route 1, Cottage a - poem, "When Jesus Was
Gibson, Opal Reeves, Nettie
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mrs. Health
Pr,ograrn
will
held
be
at
the
Center, as guest
Grove,Tenn.
Born," and closed with
McKee', Thyra Crawford.
Jessie Paschall, the Rev. and
Chestnut Grove AME Church
speaker.
Freed-Har
full
deman
is
a
prayer.
Hazel Ahart, Lala Boyd, Mae
Mrs. Warren Sykes and son,
at 3 p.m. with the Rev.
accredited, senior Christian
Thyra Crawford was the
Foster, Verna Mae StubMitch, the Rev. and Mrs.
Richard Drew as speaker.
enrollment
of
college
an
with
accompanis
t for the group
blefield, Lorena Foster and
Murray
Women
the
of
Jerry Lee and Tabitha, Mr.
1,493 for the fall semester.
singing. Mae Foster gave the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
Dorothy Danner.
and Mrs. Marcus Hill, and
Senior cello recital by
Mrs. Judy Summers were the lodge hall, • North 16th Jennifer Downing Reichmuth,
guests of Mrs. R. D. Key on Street.
Open Fridays
Murray, will be held at 22
Open Fridays
Friday.
Until 8:30 P.M.
Until 8 30 PM
Third day of exhibit in T- in the Recital Hall of the Fin"
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Shirt
Design by David Arts Annex, Murray State
Farley of South Haven, Miss., England
will be from 6 to 8 University. This is free and
and Mrs. Sue Weaver of p.m. at
'Mason Hall Gallery, open to the public.
Akron, Ohio, '
s pent the Hart Hall, Murray
State
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. University.
Clay Baggett, Paducah,
This is free and
Cooper Jones.
'will present her senior voice
open to the public. ,
Dinner guests recently of
recital at 3:30 p.m. in the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes on ' This is
the last day to enroll Recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex,
their 10th wedding an- in first half,
spring semester Murray State University. This
niversary were their pastor, 'lasses for
credit at Murray is free and open to the public.
-the Rev. • Don Parks, the State
University. Classes
Rev.and Mrs. Warren Sykes must be
attended on this date.
and son., Mitch, the Rev. and
Mrs. Jerry Lee and daughter,
Faculty recital . featuring
Tabitha, Mr. and. Mrs. Tony Ray Conklin,
tr b-ibone, and
Sykes and son, Bryan, Mrs. R. Marie
Tayl c&'piano, will
D. Key, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert beheld in
"c'Aell Recital Hall,
Smith, Hafford Cooper, Mrs. Fine Arts
Center, Murray
Sadie Bucy, the Rev. and Mrs. State University,
1.0NDON (AP) — TAe
at 8:15 p.m.
Hallie Cook, and Mrs. Marilyn This is free and
open to the smartly dressed Puke of Kent,
Ray. Attending the an- public.
cousin of Queen Elizabeth 11,,
niversary occasion during the
has come under fire for buying
Baptist' Young Women of suits in Hong Kong.
hours of 2 to 5 p.m. on Dec. 23
First Baptist Church will
were 133 persons.
Labor Party legislators and
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Hill, meeet with DeblOe Settle at 7 -tither critics said recently the
Mrs. Judy Summers and son, pan.
duke was unpatriotic not to
Mark, Mr.and Mrs. Henry
"buy British" when the
Men's Stag Night will be domi:stic textile industry is
Sykes, and the Rev. and Mrs.
Hallie Cook were recent held at the Murray Country having a rough time against
TO
dinner guests of Mrs. Sadie Club with Ted Billington, foreign competition.
Stuart
Bucy.
Poston, Charles
The 45-year-old nobleman
Mr. and Mrs. I.udie Malray Walston, and Gene McCut- served in the British colony
43300
and daughter, Martha, Mr. cheon
in
charge
of when he was in the army. He
and Mrs. Donald Malray, Mr. arrangements.
is vice-chairman ofthe British
and Mrs. Steve Smith and
Overseas Trade Board.
baby, Mr. and Mrs. Max
The La Mite-Sunday-Mirror,
Friday, Jan. 18
Paschall and children, and
„Senior Citizens Greenhouse said the. duke gets his Hong
-Arlin Paschall were recent committee will meet at 1 p.m. Kong suits at $157 per, whilea
guests of Mr. and Mrs. at St. John's Episcopal similar suit on Saville Row
Adolphus Paschall.
Church. All interested persons would cost about $675. Labor
. Mr.
and
Mrs. Coy are invited to attend as spring M.P. Frank Allaun' said the
Kuykendall visited Mrs. projects will be discussed.
duke "should be able to afford
Regularly 32" to 86"
.Ufliun „Rsss_ in _tkie_lairfit_4
a British suit on the 60,000
home on Saturday afternoon.
Twin Lakers Good Sam pounds ($146,00)Tie iiititibin
Recreational Vehicle Chapter the state every year."
- I
An aide of the duke said: "I
of West Kentucky will meet at
-6:30 p.m. at the Community know the duke has bought a
Missy & Junior Styles
room of the North Branch of suit in Hong Kong in the last
The planet Neptune was Peoples Bank with Jack and three or four years, but he
Sweaters Pants
discovered in the early Betty Wagar in
charge of normally buys his clothes in
1800f by Urbain Le Vernier
Skirts Coordinates
and John Couch Adams. arrangements. Note the London."
Regularly 12.00 to 42.00
Friday date.

Bertie Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Jenkins and son,
Adam, Mr. and Mrs. Milford
Orr, and Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Orr were recent supper guests
of Mrs. Linda Kay Harding.
The Rev. and Mrs. Terry
Sills and son, Steve, Mrs.
Bennett Fortune, and Mr. and
Mrs. Mark Paschall were
recent guests of Mr. and MrS.
Douglas Vandyke.
Recent guests in the home of
Mrs. R. D. Key were the Rev.
and Mrs. Warren Sykes and
son, Mitch, and the Rev. and
Jerry Lee and daughter,
Tabitha.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins and Kenny, and Mr.
and Mrs. Alford Orr were
recent guests of Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Young
of Covington, Tenn., Mrs. Ovie
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
Wilson and Lavettia, Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Key and
children, Kevin and Jerimy,
and Mr. and Mrs. Derrel
Wilson and children, Mike and
Lisa, were recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Mabern Key.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Tarkington and children of
Dayton, Ohio, have been the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Enloe
Tarkington and Mr. and Mrs.
Brown Flood.
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry
Lee were dinner guests

Mary Bell Jones Leads Program it Meet

'eatherPrd
Granted BS

Luncheon Held,Taylor Home

IRMITS

Gigantic Savings on overstocked Winter merchandise!

Duke Of Kent
Criticized
For Buying

1ces

WINTER.
COATS

ENTIRE STOCK!

!Regularly 80.00 to 650.00
499°6

WINTER
SPORTSWEAR
CLEARAKE

-_,....—
'
`(1. )----1-7,----- •=

•

r

WINTER DRESSES

WINTER HANDBAGS

Hazel -Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Hazel Community Center
with lunch served at 11:45
a.m.

i'23wrz Pier I Imports

Shopping for Senior Citizens
will beheld and call 753-0929
by 9 all. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.

Rug

ess6
'

e_
ALL AREA RUGS 2'x4'to 6'x9'
and
ALL TRUNKS

Nutrition Program for the
Elderly will be held with lunch
served at 12 noon.

1 ,041 .,1 i104,i(7,/e

Murray High School Tigers
will play the Calloway County
High School Lakers in a
basketball game at 6:3,11.p.m.
at
the
Murray
State
University Sports Arena.

11117111111
IIl

El—

Saturday,Jan. 19
Opera,"Rigoletto" by Verdi
will be broadcastover WKMSFM Radio, Murray State
University, starting at 12:30
p.m.

(Several Sizes in Bamboo& Rattan

Rugs & Trunks

Reduced
25-50%

Wool Rugs More than 50% Off
COME IN TODAY -DON'T MISS THIS SALE!

Pier
Bel-Air Center

imports
associate store

Hours: 10-6 M-F 10-5 Sat.

(

Scottish Rite fVom Memphis, Tenn., will present the
play, "Rose On The Altar" at
- 1 Cottage Grove School at 7 p.m.
Supper will be served at6 p.m.
and all Master Masons are
invited.

(
46
\

Farewell luncheon for Dean
Donald B. Hunter will be held
at the Student Center, Murray
State University, at 12 noon.
For rewervationt ean-762-3817bytFridav noon.
Murray Shrine Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. 'at the
Triangle Restaurant.

COOKING
IS FUN

Regular Values To 72.00

899

NOW
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
DINNER FARE
Pineapple Chicken
Rice
Watercress Salad
Rolls
Almond Cookies
Tea
PINEAPPLE CHICKEN
Easy baked version of a
popular dish.
2,.-pound frying chicken,
eut up
teaspoon salt
1 4 teaspoon celery salt
4 teaspoon nutmeg
14 teaspoon garlic powder
1 4 cup butter
2 can& (ea('h
ounces)
sliced pineapple in heavy
syrup
2 tablespoons soy sauce
Wash and dry chicken. Mix
salt, celery salt, nutmeg and
garlic powder; rub into
chicken. Melt butter in a 2quart oblong (1134 by 7"2 by
1.34 inches) baking dish. In the
dish arrange chicken, skinside down, in a single layer;
bake uncovered in a preheated
425-degree oven for 30
minutes. Turn skin side up.
Drain pineapple (saving
sYruP) and reserve. Into
Pineapple syrup stir soy sauce
and pour over -cfliaren;
continue baking 1$ minutes.
Add reserved pineapple slices,
baste with juices in dish, and
bake another 5 minutes.
Makes 4 servings.

/
13

To

25"

OFF

WINTER ROBES
0 to 52'
Regularly 21'

Anniversary Sale
699 TO 3499

WARM SLEEPWEAR
Regularly 14" to 25'
999 TO

1899

Reg F3r.ce Sale Price
ALIVE' 55 95

$4 95

ALIVE" $395

$325

EVERYDAY - 51 95
ULTRASHEER 55

Si 60
$270

'
• '

Offer expires 14-niary 26, 1980

SHOP & SAVE'

WINTER
BOOT & SHOE
CLEARANCE

SIMHTS
ASSORTED JEWELRY
Regularly.3"" to 1

Dressy Fashions
Comfortable Casuals

NOW

/
12

OFF

Sporty Runabouts

Regularly 1900 to 86
"

PRAS.St GIRDLES
- —FebLittrITIP;16tti-

/
1 4 TO

/
1 2 :C;FF 1 5% TO 40 /d

OFF

1r-
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NOSPITAL NEWS 1
1-11-80
Adults 155
Nursery 6
No Newborn Admissions

Relieving colon spasms

Campbell-tTnderwood
Wedding Is Planned

Health-Wise
OH,MY ACHING BACK

Allan R. Magie, Ph.D., M.P.H.
Dismissals
,
Mrs. Norma J. Perkins, No.
About one in every three
ther up in the rectum above
DEAR DR LAMB -I- 1 had
The bowel training pro- 20 Green Acres Tr. et.,
Americans can say, "Oh, my
the hemorrhoid area.
some rectal bleeding and
gram should include adding
aching back." That's because
I'm glad your doctor didn't an adequate amount of bulk to Murray, Mrs. Patricia L.
went in for an examination
more than 75 million suffer
Ramsey,
No.
29
Shady
find
Oaks
anything that was really your diet, particularly cereal
and the doctor did a proctofrom some type of back pain.
scope barium enemas and all serious or life threatening and fiber as found in whole wheat Tr. Ct.. Murray, Mrs. Donna
Such pain doesn't necessarily
you'll be happy to know that cereals This may cause an Gail Cartwright and Baby.
the usual things He said I had
mean that something is wrong
internal hemorrhoids, muscle irritations of the sort that increase in gas formation dur- Boy, 1302 Longview St.,
you're referring to do not ing the first three weeks but if Mayfield, Mrs.
with the back. Very often the
spasms in the colon and a few
Rhonda
Lynn
moderate diverticula. The cause cancer.
problem is not always where muscles, not your back. Carry
you stick with it and get
Obviously. I can't cover all through that phase. adding an Swift and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
doctor had his nurse tell me
'it
hurts.
objects close to your body.
your problems in this one appreciable amount of bran to Gilbertsville, Mrs. Shirley M.
that the situation was normal
Our bodies.just aren't that
4. Sit in hard chairs arrd
Carson,
Rt.
2,
column
Box 51j-C,
'but I can send - you your diet will help to improve
for me and to continue as I
simple. A heart attack, for keep your back pressed
am I am 47 years old, don't three different ljealth Letters your colon function and Buchanan, Tenn., Arthur 0.
instance,can cause pain in the against the chair back. Don't
drink, smoke or take in that will give you a lot of relieve the spasms.
Smith, Rt. 7, Benton, Mrs.
shoulder or jaw. This is called slouch with your spine bent.
caffeine or other drugs. I am information on them: Number
Bran absorbs .- water and Orene Fulton, Rt. 7, Murray,
"referred pain." That is, when
13-12, Hemorrhoids: New will soften your undigested
trim and in general good
5. When standing try to
Mrs. Ethel L. Lassiter, 501
an internal organ is hurting, keep the lower back flat and
health
- - -Treatments • • For An- loixt Material s42 that t5less Broad, Murray, John E.
What I want to know Affliction; Number 5-6, Divertraitaferred and felt ee move ft...m.c,itly to retieve
inclined to irritate your.
Byars, 1022 Lone Oak, Paris
besides the cause and the ticulosis. and Number. 2-1, hemorrhoids.
:
some surface area of the body. constant tension on the same
meaning of these findings is Irritable Or Spastic Colon And
Now if you just have inter- Tenn., David A. Camp,
Pain in the back can be caused muscles.
what I could possibly do to Constipation. Other readers nal hemorrhoids but no exter- Murray Manor, D-5, Murray.
by problems in the pancreas.- - 6. Never bend over without
lessen or remove them. Irrita- who want any one of these nal components, you'll find Mrs. Martha V. Latham,
colon, kidneys or other ab- bending your knees.
1716
tion can cause cancer, can't issue can send 7.5-cents for out that meal of these can be Wells
Ext., Murray, Mark A.
dominal organs.
7. Strong "stomach" musit? Is it a matter of trying to each with a long, stamped, treated withInjections. If they
This doesn't mean back pain cles are good for the back. Use
live as calm a life as possible self-addressed envelope for it. continue to cause you any Eakins, Box 4216, Hart Hall.
should be neglected because leg lifts and sit-ups to tighten
or exercising or perhaps eat- Send your request to me. in problems, you might see a MSU Murray, Mrs. Frankie
-it's possibly due to, something and strengthen these muscles.
Iliss Susan Campbell
ing or avoiding eating certain care of this newspaper, P.O. physician about possible K. Miller, Rt. 1, Box 295-A.
things"
else. Nor can one assume that
Box 1551, Radio City Station. treatment. Not all hemor- Benton, Caroline Maye, 806
8. Don't overeat. Obesity,
.,..j
feed SaM
!tiler:mod
DEAR READER - First. New York, NY 10019.
an injury to the muscles or with the resulting change in
rhoids require surgical exci- McCantbell, Paris, Tenn.,
let me say you did the right
spine will improve if ignored. load distribution, puts a strain
Mr. and 111fs. Cliff Campbell, Dudley Drive, Murray, anThe best thing you can do is sion. But, of course, it depends
thing by baying an examina- to develop good bowel habits. on whether they're just inter- Mrs. Mary E. Cohoon, 512
Many back pains do come on the bark. Lose weight and
nounce
the
engagemen
t
and
approachin
South
g
11th
St., Murray, Mrs.
marriage of their
tion. Anyone who has unex- That will help relieve the nal or also involve an extenfrom injury to the spine and use proper exercises to
daughter, Susan, to Sam Underwood, son of Mrs. Beauton
Ladonna Cavitt, C-7 Southside
plained rectal bleeding must colon spasms which some peo- sion to external areas.
related muscles. A significant strengthen flabby muscles.
Underwpod and the late Joe Underwood of Murray Route 3.
have an examination because ple think are the cause of the
Manor, Murray, Sarah Irvan.
number of these are the result
The
brideit is sometimes the first sign diverticula. those little pockelect,
a 1978 graduate of Murray High School, is
Rt. 1, Box 411-A, Calvert City,
of poor habits or long misuse.
of cancer. You can't just guess ets that develop on the side of
now a sophomore majoring in business at Murray State
Theron C. Riley, 1223
This means that many back
that it's due to hemorrhoids. the colon. Your bowel training
University.She is also employed at Hardee's Restaurant.
Dogwood, Murray, Gina B.
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Not only that, some hemor- will be discussed in the issue
problems could be prevented.
NANCE BOY
Mr.
Underwood
,
a
1976
graduate
Kirk,
of
Rt.
8,
Box
Calloway
300.
Murray,
County High
Vanecia Moore of Almo was
rhoids pop out from the pres- on spastic colon that I'm sendPoor posture is one of the
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Nance of
School,
is
employed
with
Dan Miller, building contractor.
Amos Hill, 916 North 18th St..
sure caused by a tumor fur- ing you.
dismissed .Jan. 4 from the
most frequent causes of back Murray Route
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, March 28, at 6
7 announce the
Marshall County Hospital, Murray, Mrs. Yolanda Sue
ailments. Modern styles and birth
of a baby boy, Adam
p.m.
at
the
Poplar
Spring Baptist Church. A reception will
Raspberry, Rt. 3, Box 333,
Benton.
conveniences contribute to
Michel, weighing seven
Murray, Teresa L. Kimbro, follow in the social hall of the church.
many back problems. Autopounds
one ounce, measuring
Only
out
of
town
811 Olive, Murray, Mrs. Melva
invitations will be sent, and all relatives
PADUCAH PATIENT
mobile seats are too soft and
beds and chairs are too low. 20 inches, born on Sunday.
Loyd Green of Murray has R. Holt, 242 Laurie Vallee, and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the recepAs many sufferers will at- Dec. 23, at the Murray been dismissed from the Louisville, Mrs. Pamela K. tion.
test, prevention is the best Calloway County Hospital.
Western Baptist Hospital, Robinson, Rt. 2, Box 139,
Frames Drake
The father is employed at
Murray, Mrs. 011ie R. Smith,
way to handle back pain:
Paducah.
1. Sleeping is something Vanderbilt Chemical. ComGeneral Delivery, Alm, Mrs. FOR FRIDAY, JANUARY 18, 1988
you do for one third of your pany, Murray. The mother,
Wilodyne 0. Henry, RI 1, Box
PATIENT AT PADUCAH What kind oU day will work. Your greatest success
life. Use a firm mattress or the former Becky Burkeen, is
Mrs. Juanita Spiceland of 166, Paris, Tenn., William M.
tomortow be? To find out what comes when you do your own
put a piece of heavy plywood on leave from the Bank of
BENTON PATIENT
the stars say, - read the thing. Do not let ambition and Murray has been a patient at. Runyon, Rt. 3, Box 384.,
,Mrs. Jones' mother, Mrs beneath
Murray.
Dismised Jan. 4 from the
a soft mattress.
forecait given for .your birth the desire for material suc- the Western Baptist Hospital, Murray, Mrs. Mary S. WorkDaisy Dunn. her sister, Mrs.
2. When driving use a firm
Grandparents tre Mr. and
cess cause you to sell out on Paducah.
Marshall County Hospital,
man.725 Nash Dr., Murray.
Sign.
Rex Camp, and children, Gail seat and sit close enough to Mrs. Eugene
your individuality. You can
Benton, was Lonie Downing of
Nance of Murray
Gipson, Michael Vaughn, the contron so that you don't Route 7
ARIES
become a leader if so
and Mr. and Mrs.
Hardin.
Sherry Foy and Joella Parks: have to strain to reach the Gaylon E.
Mar..2.1._to Apr. 19• 14r44 motivated. Birthdate of: Cary
Burkeen of Murray
GUESTS HERE
all of Murray. Mr. and Mrs. (
0c,t, pedals.
Social life could interfere Grant, film star; Daniel
Route
6.
Great
grandparents
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Jones
Jones were , returning hose
with work. It is easy to be Webster, U.S. senator; and
When lifting and carrying--areldr. and Mi--&-_-;QThtt Hester
have
returned
to
their
home
in
from a two weeks' visit in las objects, always bend your and Mrs. Nancy
distracted now. Daydreaming A. A. Milne, author.
Nance, all of
St. Charles, Ill., after visiting
Vegas and in California.
impedes concentration.
, knees.' and lift with your leg Dover, Tenn.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20
Be sociable and friendly.
However, don't be tempted bit
mix business with pleasure.
The results would not live up ,
to expectations.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 219,
Be friendly to one from a
distance, but inviting others to
stay at your place could be a
strain now. Avoid family
disputes.
CANCER
June'21 to July 22)ISO
Rely on affection to get your
message across. Talks about
intimate matters will work
against your intentions. Trust
instinct:
LEO
July 23 to lug. 22)
Bow to the wishes of close
allies re joint finances, or
Jeii&Wald'thstte. rinda halfway point between being
cheap and extravagant.
VIRGO .
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Reg. 1999
Be considerate of the needs.
of close ones. Work pressures
Shirts sweaters, .
could make you self-absorbed.
Take one thing at a time.
pants, vests,
Don't fret.
blazers skirts.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)1Lni
You may be unsure of
yourself re a romantic interest. Ambivalent behavior
may be the result. Seek quiet
pastimes for relaxation.

Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D

Your Individual
Horoscope

7g.

YOU'RE STILL PAYING
TOO MUCH.
UNLESS YOU SHOP
AT BEHR'S

COORDINATE
GROUPS!

igeRCk

National- Brands.
Missy Sportswear
Coordinates

699

SCORPIO
f Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Unexpected vistors could
disrupt your routine, though it
is not the best time for entertaining others at your
place.
SAGITTARIUS
iNov. 22 to Dec. 21
Be-carotid what you say to
superiors. Don't put your foot
in your mouth. Half-baked
ideas need further thought and
reflection. •
CAPRICORN
(Dec. n to Jan. 191 Vi
Make up, your mind as to
what you can afford to spend
and then stick with your
decision. Travelers, need to
-watch urges.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. l8.)Jl
Avoid risky situations and
overetertion. You have no
need to•prove anything. Don't
put yourself to the test.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A close ally may require
your atreqtion at a time when
you wish to bc alone. Find a
way to meet loth of your
needs without fuss.
YOU BORN TODAY are
more interested in world
problems and the plight of \pi
• -1411iswau-nn---ttr
--typteitt member-of yott?.st
ilej
gr.:T
• Often you seek an administrative position in law,
politics or religion, though
your innate conservatism may
somewhat limit your involvement with humanitarian

Mr,

MISSES SHIRTS!

100% Polyester Shirts! Choose
from solids, prints, florals and
geometric patterns. Reg. 19"

699

SWEATERS
& SKIRTS!
Top off your wardrobe with

MISSES PANTS!

Poly-garbardine fashion pants
with front zipper and elastic
sided waist. Reg. -1999

sweaters
Misses and iunicr sizes Inpoodles,
lurex, terrys, chenille and cowlnecks.
Reg. 16"

699

Bias cut plaids in tri-blend wools
and pretty color mixes. Reg. 1999

DRASTIC DRESS
REDUCTIONS!
•Junior•dresses
•Misses dresses
•Halfsize dresses
-0 short dressy dresses
Reg. 1999

Central
Shopping
• Center
111.11.1
4'4
4
1
ONIMIW
V191. th&

to

YOUR
CHOICE

IQ99

700
.
900
.
1100

3999—
`
--

LINGERIE
&ROBES"Brushed & Nylon. Reg. to 2999
1/3 to 50% OFF!

WINTER COATS!
•Jackets in many style's & fabrics
2900
Reg. to 49"
•Storm Coats with removable linReg. to 4999
!Vgs
-

3900

•

--111415igCs
c as
; tr-styttncji/v*-----im
fashion's latest colors.
Reg. to 8999.

5900
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Fayette Circuit Judge
Hopes To Rule On Case
Within A Few Days
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Fayette Circuit Judge Charles
Tackett says he hopes to rule
"within a few days" on a
motion to close the trial of a
physician facing 29 sexrelated charges.
"I'm taking it under advisement," Tackett said
Wednesday. "I'll be researthing to determine what I
believe the law to be.".
The closure order wag
requested by Jinun Early,
attorney for Dr. Kenneth
Payne, who is accused of
sexually abusing 11 young
boys. Early said closure was
needed to protect identities of
the juveniles, although they
are scheduled to testify
against Payne.
Closure was opposed in
Wednesday's evidentiary
hearing .by attorneys for The
Lexington Herald-Leader Co.
and The Courier-Journal of
Louisville..
Lexington Herald editor
John Carroll and Lexington
Leader editor Steve Wilson
were subpoenaed to testify
about their newspapers'
policies on publication of
juveniles' names.
But the subpoenas, obtained
by Assistant Commonwealth's
Attorney Benny Hicks, were
withdrawn at the request of
Herald-Leader attorney Lyle
Robey. •
Wilson said in an interview
that Hicks and the newspapers

were "on the same side" in
trying to keep the trial open to
reporters and the public, but
added the Herald and Leader
feared setting a precedent.
"We felt that we shouldn't
be 'mit in the position of having
to justify our news policies in
court," Wilson said. "The
First Amendment gives us the
right to cover these trials and
we don't feel that we should
have to ask for permission.
"We were -very concerned
about.setting a precedent and
having to get the court's prior
approval for-every other trial
that might be sensitive in
some way."
Tackett had closed a twoday preliminary hearing for
Payne because he had not yet
heard arguments on Early's
closure motion. The HeraldLeader Co. immediately filed
an appeal to the state Court of
Appeals in Frankfort.
Wednesday's hearing also
was closed because five attorneys representing the
juveniles were present.
Tackett said he felt "it was
extremely probable the names
of the alleged juvenile victims
and their parents would be
made public" if the hearing
had been opened to the public.
It appeared Wednesday
that, whatever Tackett's
ruling on the cloAre motion,
an appeal from one side or the
other would have to be heard.
Tackett conceded the trial
might be delayed past its
scheduled March 3 starting
date. '

1

2
For The
Price
Of
41.

Smiley Says He And
Wife Will Return To
Iran Later In Month
MOUNT STERLING, Ky. already volatile situation with
(AP) — Retired businessman their December visit, but
John Smiley says he and his Smiley said, "We're not unwife will return to Iran later dermining Carter because
this month "if we can do any they'd give them (the
good" for 50 American hostages) to anybody before
hostages being held at their they would to Carter.
embassy in Tehran.
"They said they would not
make
the same mistake again
telephone
inSmiley, in a
terview Wednesday, said he like they did when they turned
and his wife, Louise,also were the first hostages over to
meeting Carter."
confident
of
Asked what message he had
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.
"We won't have no trouble for Khomeini, Smiley said,
seeing him," Smiley said. "I'd tell him if he wanted to
"We wouldn't have had no defeat Carter to get rid of the
trouble before, but we came hostages. The hostages are the
only thing that's holding
home early."
Carter up. When the hostages
The Smileys spent 10 days in
, are released, Carter is
Tehran before returning Dec.
politically dead."
13. During their visit, they
Smileys' earlier
The
were allowed inside the emmeeting with the Iranian
the
with
met
and
bassy gates
militants was arranged by,one
students holding 50 American
of eight Iranian students
hostages.
,
It7nbilifrertlitS•
—
Lexington, Ky., in October
week encouraged them to
1978. Smiley said thestudent is
return to Tehran and
helping to guard the American
promised an audience with
hostages.
Khomeini, Smiley said, but no
In 1978, Smiley posted
firth date for the trip wasset_
$125,000 bond for eight Iranian
"It won't be before the students and one American.
25th," he said. "We'll wait They
were jailed for
until we see what comes.up disrupting a speech by CIA
between the United Nations Director Stansfleld Turner at
and Khomeini, but they (the the University of Kentucky
against Shah
-return the "hostages to Mcifiertimed Reza Pahlavi.,
(President) Carter. That's for
Smiley retired in 1976 from
sure."
the restaurant and hotel
The Smileys were criticized business near Saint Albans,
for allegedly complicating an W.Va.

All selected styles of fall and winter fashions
in mens wear, ladies wear and childrens wear...

REDUCED FOR CLEARANCE

ssk0v6316

Selected items in...
domestics, cookware, toys,
materials, glassware, cosmetics,fishing

STATE RESORT PARK

supplies, other sporting goods, lamps and

15 miles from Murray Near Aurora, Ky.

Saturday Night Buffet

$525

lamp accessories. Also... Final closeout on

5:30 to HO p.m.
Carved Roast Round
B.B.Q. Ribs
Catfish
Assorted Vegetables
Deluxe Salad Bar
Drink and Dessert

all live fish and selected fish accessories,
And...

Sunday Country Buffet
$395
Noon to 3:00 p.m.
issorted,Comtry Meats
and Vegetables
Deluxe Salad Bai
Brink and Dessert

Up To
Off

t'as6 %O.
_ Nt
s_Ice
ttel:•s io
so
ts%
%%

Many others throughout the store.
rfrim

1.•••••••

Shoppinkqenter
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

Equal Opportunity Employer
Limit Rights Reserved

Murray,Ky.
753-8777

KING Of VALUES
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WE GLARY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

Owen's Food Market

Zingers!
You Save Even More With Owen's Every Day
Low Priced Super Savers

Open 1-7 Illon-Tkor
Fri 111$11 Sat 8-8

Choice of 1 With Bonus Special
Both With
$12.50 Order
$25.00 Order

•

All 3 With
$35.00 Order

A

MICHAEli EUGENE MOODY, son of Robbie 0. Moody,'
Riviera Court, Murray, and James C. Moody, Murray Route
5,Cherry Corner community, was granted the degree of Doctor of Philosophy on Dec. 18 from the University of Chicago.
His degree followed four years of post-graduate study in the
Department of Biophysics and Theoretical Biology. He
graduated first in his class of 1970 from Calloway County
High School and received his A. B. degree with high honors
from the University of California,San Diego,in 1975 with majors in mathematics and chemical physics. Dr. Moody's field
of study concerns mathematically modeling various evolutionary processes; and the title of his doctoral dissertation was "Some Migration-Selection Problems in Population
Genetics.- He currently holds the position of Post-doctoral
Fellow in the Department of Genetics at the University of
Wisconsin, Madison,in the laboratory of Dr.James F.Croro.

Folgers or
Maxwell House

,
- 01,Ati
COLA
OlLe,

COCA
oft PEPSI
2 Liter

59

•

Blue Bonnet
or Parkay

COFFEE
$289

OLEO

1 Lb. Con

1 Lb.

.:•4%

Limit 1

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

(Btu,

39
Limit 2

Limit 2

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco Dairy products

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

'
Fuzzbuster
'Employee
111

Campbells Tomato

Skeptical After Ticket
receive, not the reliability of
By TERRY KINNEY
the radar units.
Associated Press Writer
The Kentucky Supreme
BURLINGTON,Ky.( API —
Janice Lee was skeptical Court held in • an earlier
when a Kentucky State challenge that a brief radar
Trooper cited her for speeding training program is sufficient.
last July. After all, she works Sloan contends extensive
for the company that makes training is necessary to
the
Fuzzbuster
radar operate the units with a high
detection devices that are degree of reliability.
Since training is the focus of
supposed to help people avoid
Ms. Lee's defense, the trial
getting tickets.
-Until I
was cited differs from one last May in
erroneously, I could never Florida where certain defects
fully understand the intense in radar equipment were
temotion expressed by many observed.
After seeing how radio inImotorists who called me,"
irsaid Ms. Lee, an assistant to terference could cause radar
the inventor of the Fuzzbuster. to -show stationary objects
"Then I experienced the -moving" at high speed, a
bitterness myself and vowed. Miami judge ruled that
to fight a system whit'h per: drivers accused of speeding
mitted untrained officers to could- not be convicted on
radar evidence alone. ""
operate shoddy equipment."
The manufacturer contends
Ms. Lee and her employer,
Electrolert Inc. of Dayton, a ruling in Ms. Lee's favor
Ky., are challenging the would be a landmark and
citation in Boone County would change law • enCourt. The trial opened forcement officers' use of
radar throughout the United
Wednesday.
.Ms. Lee contends she was States.
"We've based the sale of the
driving about 55 miles per
hour on Interstate 71 when the Fuzzbuster on the premise
detector in her car signalled that radar makes mistakes
and that officers using it are
n --altpc~ling—„raclax.
often poorTy-lraThr ,
equipped patrol car.
"I
looked
at
my Neal Sanders, an Electrolert
speedometer, saw that I was spokesman.
Electrolert is paying a
right at the speed limit, and
started trying to figure out portion of Ms. Lee's trial
which pair of headlights might. expenses,Sanders said.
be the police car,"she said.
Trooper Michael Stewart
• MISS
stopped the Lee car a short
time later and charged her
YOUR PAPER?
with going 72 miles an hour. ,
Subscribers_Who hav_e not receiv"I fell - the trooper was ed their 'home-delivered copy of
trying to intimidate me into The Murray Ledger & Times by
meekly accepting a ticket," 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
Ms. Lee said. "Had I been 3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged to
speeding, I wouldn't have call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
hesitated to have accepted the and 6 p.m., Monday through Fricitation and paid it without a day, or 3:30 .p.m. andr 4 p.m.
fight.
Saturdays.
"However, I had a
A circulation department
passenger in the car who cotild employee is on duty during these
verify my speed, and a‘Fuz- time periods to insure delivery of
zbuster which told me at what yob,- newspaper. Calls must be
exact point I was in the placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
radar's zone of influence.
p:m. Saturdays to guarantee
. 1- wasn't--speeding, detivety.
and I wasn't going to be litThe regular business office heurs
timidated into anything."
of The-Murray ledger & Times are
Attorney David Sloan, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
representing Ms. Lee, said a Friday and 8 a.m. to noon, Saturkey point in the trial will-be days. ,
the training law officers

SOUP

Center
Cut

)01

oz

Heinz Sweet Cucumber

PORK
CHOPS\-$ 79

SLICES

iiKTiiiiEKLEs

4/s1"
69'
99c

Heinz Hamburger

PEANUT BUTTER

Martha White Self Rising Corn Meal

MIX.. .

18 oz

•

1-.0

Del Monte : or Slices

59'
59'
VP°

29 oz

29 oz
PEACHES
Kraft Macaroni 8 Cheese
. . 71
/
2 oz.

5 lb

1 lb. box

4

yr,

DINNER
Kraft

...

CRACKERS

A ,

PEACHES
Hunts ' 2 or Slices

16- or

Sunshine kr1sp

fa.

Lb.

boo,
-tno

DILLS

16 oz

Jif Smooth or Crunchy

Mi;i;ellSans
APPLESAUCE
AUCE

T-BONE
STEAK
98

SPINACH

15 oz

Wesson
OIL

....

38 oz

Hyde Park Spaghetti
SAUCE

•• 'r

Greer Giant
Fren0-, Style Green
BEANS.

39C

32 oz

Texsun Pink
Unsweetened Grapefruit

Owen's Best
Sliced Slab

JUICE

BACON

'17 oz

46 oz

ROOM
DEODORANT- ..-,.-.

VIENNA SAUSAGE
-

Libby's-

CHILI

2189'
69'

50..

with beons

1551

FOOD

$159
/0 lb

MILK

Green Giant

39'
oz. 97

gal

MUSHROOMS

•

$iI 91

SMOKED
HAM
89

Hyde Pork Lo-Col

17 oz

Green Giant Sliced or Whole,

Center

Save More On Hyde Park Milk
Hyde Park

40 oz

SWEET PEAS

MILK Green Top.

gal.

Si 19
I

4POIP

Hyde Pork Homogenized
Si
MILK

..1/2 gal.

10

Hefty 3 Mu

TRASH BAGS

. 12 ct

$1 89

110

Country Style

SPARE

5129

Bs

gal

ILK
i
H liTTERM
c

DELI

WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST MEAT DEPT. IN TOWN
lb

PRODUCE DEP

Owens Best Oven Baked Turkey
BREASTS

$329
$329

lb

iB
weosiE
esif

U.S. Choice Sirloin

-

STEAK

liatiPoi
"II" mem ma"mem

753-2617

lb

lb

... ..

BANANAS

Florida
s
NGES
5298
Yellow

. lb
lb

Economy 3-5 Lb. Avg. Pkg

1 Lb. Bag Cello
CARROTS ..

Owen s nest
•

lb.

15.
99
'
. 15
.2/4'
9Fancy
lb.

. 5 lb. bag
-I

lb.

lICKEN
easCeis

GROUND BEEF,

4

Washington State Golden or Red Delicious
APPLES

lb

HAM

ROASI •

641 South

$1 19

I'. 11 1

S1 49

GRAPE JUICE

COFFEEMATE

A ,
5 Lb Pkg
.4‘
4
__,,,, 4
-••
OP-.1.•
'
'w r VrIr W 7

15oz.

Welch's

Carnation 22 Oz.

Lb

• A

Pork Loin End

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

79'

7 Lysol Spray 18 Oz

Golden Ripe

Approximately 61,000 miles, white, white interior,
bucket seats, AM-FM, Power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, tilt wheel, power windows,
rally wheels.
:250000
No w
w*2,Met,GrNt- GM Emiine With Genuine GM Ports INV11101/
mars
worms
C2224111A1

$189
S1 29

Lb.

,o, 59'
ifoz. vim

APPLE JELLY

Bush Chopped

Owens Best Oven Baked

1975 Pontiac GrandPrix

89'
69`_
89'
59'
39'

32 oz

Spow White

lb.

CAULIFLOWER

BBO RIBS

$11,9
head

Owen's Famcrus Pit Baked
lb

$12

H

AM

, 7 or Whole

lb

POTNATOw
Eie

5 lb

69
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Abramson And Beshear To Review Staff
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Saying that the use of lawyers
in state government has
"grown out of all proportion,"
Gov. John Y. Brown has asked
former Louisville alderman
Jerry Abramson and Attorney
General Steven Beshear to
review the state's legal staff
and
reduce
"needless
duplication."
Brown called a press conference Wednesday to announce the appointment okthe
33-year-old Abramson as his
general counsel.
" - He also said
would
recommend that the state
Finance Department's personal
service
contract
oversight committee be
eliminated because it has
OPEN DAILY 9-9
SUNDAY 12-6

accomplished nothing.
"I think one area that is
crying for our attention is our
use of lawyers in state
government," Brown said. "I
would like to see a tighter
coordination of our legal
services and I think it can be
done at a substantial savings
to the taxpayers.':
Beshear said the state
spends about $9 million a year
for legal services, Including
payment for 135 full-time
attorneys and support staff for
the various state agencies, 89
lawyers under personal
service contracts, and 55
attorneys in the attorney
general's office.
He said his office is working
on an estimate of what the
state would save through a
consolidation- of legal set-

THURS., FRI., SAT., SUN.

APII ,I Linrus=11
THE SAVING PLACE

-BOOK
KORNER

vices, adding, "I can assure
you there will be a savings in
terms of personnel and in
numbers spent."
Announcing that he would
recommend repeal of the
Finance Department's personal service oversight
committee, Brown said it has
cost more than $100,000 to
administer but has yet to
cancel its first personal
service contract.
"Obviously, it hasn't been
effective for the purpose
created," he said."During my
administration, the people
that are being paid to do a job
are going to be required to do
that job and be held accountable for the kind of job
they do."
Brown said he will submit
his recommendation—to the
Senate State Government
Committee.
He said he supports the
work being done by the
legislative review committee
on personal service contracts,
but that he would veto
proposed legislation to give
„the committee veto power
over contracts. "I can't have
the legislature telling me who
to hire and who to .fire," he
said.
Brown said he would

examine each personal service contract on an "item by
item basis" and that he is not
opposed to the general concept
of personal service contracts.
On other matters, Brown
said he is working out a
timetable with House and
Senate leaders for introduction of administration
bills, ano that preparation of
the executive budget is his top
priority.
Brown said he plans to delay
introduction of the administration proposal on

Here It Is...

-tructurtng the state income
1,1k until his
staff has explored
alternate approaches, and he
,aid he may also delay introduction of the controversial
administration -tiroposal to
ovnitit teachers to engage in
Professional negotiations.
• Were prepared to present
PN, but 1 question whether we
should do it right out of the box
now," he said.
-Perhaps we ought to do
that later when they've got
oniething else to be thinking
about," he joked.

NOW AT GRAHAM JACKSON
FINAL MARKDOWN

SALE!
All
Other
Items
Reduced!
Final
Reduction!
Unbelievable Prices!
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Luncheon For Hunter Set
A farewell luncheon for Dr..
Donald B. Hunter, who has
taken a leave of absence from
his position of Dean of the
College of' Human Development and Learning at Murray
State University to become
state associate superintendent
of public instruction, has been
set for Saturday,Jan. 19.
To begin at noon in Beshear
Gymnasium of the Student
Center on the campus, the
luncheon is open to any one
who wishes to attend. Tickets
are $7.50 per person and
should be purchased or
reservations, made before
noon on Friday, Jan. 18.

[Jr. Hugh A. Noffsinger,
•Licceeded Hunter as interin
dean of the college, saio
people who wish to purchase
tickets or make reservations
nay contact any of the
college's departmental offices
or the dean's office at 762-3817
Hunter, a dean at Murra
State since 1965, has alsc
served --as a classroon,
teacher, dean of - admission:,
and registrar, and departmental chairman. He joined
the faculty in 1957.
He was granted a leave of
absence from Jan. 15 through
Dec. 31, by the Board of
Regents last month.

All winter merchandise must go to
make room for spring arrivals.
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Downtown Murray

Radio thaek
Powerfu AM/FM Stereo Receiver

STA-2000D by Realistic

Save
40
Sensational audio value! Dolby' noise reduction
system extends dynamic range on FM. 75 watts
per channel, min. RMS at 8 ohms from 2020,00a Hz, with no more than 0.09% total harmonic distortion. Two aux inputs, dual power
meters, 2-way tape monitoring/dubbing, more.
Genuine walnut veneer case. 31-2084
'TM Dolby.Laboratories
%AFL

Component System with Power & Precision!

'747

Reg. Separate Items 1059.80

BUYS OF THE WEEK

96"How To Prosper
Pub Sug. List 2.75

s

ii

99

Bad Years

Our Reg. 2.48DUring
Howard Ruff's hard cover best seller... now in
paperback. "How To Prosper During The Coming
Bad Years" is a survival guide to inflation. Save

• Realistic STA-2000D AMTM
Stereo Receiver
• Two Optimus° 1-100 Tower
Speakers, Each with Two 8"
Woofers, 3" Tweeter
• LAB-400 Direct-Drive
Turntable with Cover,
$39.95-Value Cartridge

Discover the
pleasure of Private stereo hsteningi 30. 18.,000 Hz
response
33-993

EVERY DAY SAVE 25% OFF
LIST PRICE ON ALL
HARDCOVER BEST
SELLERS AT K mart

18 "The Stand" By
Pub. Sug. List 2.95

TRC-422 by Realistic

Stephen King

Our Reg. 2.68
A novel of ultimate horror from the author of "The
Shining" and "The Dead Zone-. You won't want to
miss this latest best seller. In paperback . Save.

BOOK KORNER'" carries hundreds of
paperbacks including best sellers—hard
cover books—promotional books and
children's books—all at DISCOUNT PRICES.

When you drive this winter
be prepared! Use mobile CB
to find out road conditions,
avoid dangerous situations.
Instant access to Emergency
Ch. 919 for help. 21-1531

Save
$31280

95

69

Reg.
119.95

Save
$40
95
Reg.
139.95

CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES)

The deck that
makes recording
Dual VI/ meters
easy! ,
and recording
trols. Pause
let/el
concontrol for editing,
digital timer. Fast
built-in
forward, Auto-Stop.
14-94¢

Each — Our Reg 66'

Big 96-Page
Puzzle Books
Page-after-page of fun-to-work crossword and word
puzzles for adults. Choose from a large selection ... buy several at this low price'Save at Kmart.
Copy,Ight • 1980 by K mart Corporation

700 U.S. Highway 641

The Nationwide Supermarket of Sound

9:30-8:00 Mon.-Fri.
956-6:00 Sat.
1:00-5:00 Sun.
MA DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATIOa

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.

_

Most 'terns
also available at
Radio Shack
Dealers.
Look for this'
sign !.n your
neighborhood.
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Measuring Inflation
cost of living. The two concepts
are related but not identical.
The relative weights of the
components of the index are updated periodically, but the CPI
is nonetheless based on historic
consumer spending hlibits. It
does not assess the necessity.of
those items in the fixed basket
of goods and services whose
retail prices are surveyed. One
complicating factor is that
some people must spend more
of their budgets on necessities
than others; another is that the
line between mere convenience
and real necessity is vague and
subject to personal values.
The textbook answer to stopping inflation might be to
divorce wages and benefits
from the CPI, and instead link
pay to productivity. Some
things would simply have to
cost more regardless, since
there can be little control, over
the cost of a commodity like oil
that is growing scarcer.
Such a divorce, because of
the political and social problems it would entail, may
seem improbable now. But the
political and social problems of
inflation may be worse.
Already, for • example, the
psychological climate created
by inflation has made it difficult for Americans to grasp
the fact that their incomes rose
considerably more in the '70s
than did prices and taxes. The
time may be approaching when
stopping inflation carries more
political
benefits than
guaranteeing steady and
automatic rises in nominal, incomes.

The Consumer Price Index,
the government's measure of
inflation since World War I, is
under attack. According to a recent story by Associated Press
writer Owen Ullmann,critics in
the Carter administration and
in'Congress argue that the index itself contributes to inflation by overstating it. This is
because the CPI helps determine cost-of-living increases in
pay and other benefits for
millions of Americans.
The debate focuses on how
the average cost of housing,
which is rising faster than inflation in general. is calculated.
Critics say the index does not
take into sufficient account the
fact that most people's home
mortgages are already locked
into relatively low interest
rates.
But questions about the index, and the practice of tying it
to pay hikes, should go Much
deeper than whether Bureau of
Labor Statistics techniques for
measuring housing costs arefaulty.
One problem lies ip the CPI's
attempt to measure an average
change in retail prices for the
entire population, even though
spending patterns and needs
vary widely'. Increases in
Social Security benefits are
linked to the CPI, for example,
as if a retiree were as likely as
a young worker to be entering
the housing market for the first
time or a young worker as likely as a retiree to need medical
care.
An even more fundamental
problem lies in using the CPI as
if it were synonymous with the

Kentucky- Closeup

Roanoke, Va., Times & World-News

By George Hacket

Allen Canning
Alive And Well
LOUISVILLE,Ky,(AP)- The Allen
Caffriffit CAI isn't listed- on the New
York Stock Exchange, but it's alive,
„PrAfe_D.eringsMOTItr.IgIfLc„a,je-h the eye
of Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. -------The stockholders — ranging in age
from 6 to 13— want him to know they're
doing their part to create business for
the state and to clean up the environment.
Brown should appreciate the company's slogan: "Inflation — Can It!'
The governor was pretty gung-ho on
the economy when he campaigned,"
said Therese Allen. "If we make
enough money during the second
quarter, we plan to use it on a field trip
to see him."
Mrs. Allen's fifth-grade class at
Elementary
Bowen
School
is
headquarters for the Louisville corporation,formed last fall to teach her 30
youngsters about the world of business.
"In order to purchase one share of
stock in the firm, each child must turn
in 24 aluminum cans for recycling," she
explained. "The cans are sold to
Reynolds Aluminum Co. for 30 cents a
pound,"
Ordinarily, Reynolds pays the public
23 cents per pound for aluminum at its
12 mobile unit stops in Kentucky.
But,said Mrs. Allen, "they raised the
price for us because Reynolds thought
it was a unique project."
After Allen Canning got rolling, the
board of directors invited other classes
at Bowen Elementary to become
shareholders.
The idea caught on, and by the end of
the first quarter, DeC. 17, 1979, the

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
The great French Romantic author
Victor Hugo (1802-1885) wrote these
words in an historical novel about the
French Revolution.
History has it's truth, and so has
legend. Legendary truth is of
another nature than historical
truth. Legendary truth Is Invention
whose result Is reality. Furthermore, history and legend have
the same goal: to depict eternal
man beneath momentary man.
While Hugo's remark remains
generally irrelevant to many natural
scientists, it contains wisdom still
recognized by many humanists — and
confirmed by students of twentieth
century psychology

company's statement reported sales of
377 pounds of aluminum for $113.10;
expenses of $9; and net income of
;104.10.
'`itre.pild'alirfclerldfteteadicialtranti
my fifth-graders thought it would be
great to use their profit to buy food for
the poor," said Mrs. Allen, adding that
the -youngsters were told to pick a
balanced meal for a family of six.
"They bought fruit cocktail, roast
beef, Corn, green beans and decided
upon cookies for dessert."
Mrs. Allen, who has taught in almost
every county in Kentucky, said she has
found that "if you put in a child in a
down-to-earth situation, he or she will
learn a lot quicker.
"When we started out, some of the
kids had no idea where money comes
from. Now,they do. You can hear them
talking in the halls about how well
we're doing, how many cans we've
collected to date."
They've become energy-conscious
and can tell you that recycling saves 95
percent of the electricity that normally
would be used in converting buaxite ore
to aluminum.
The fifth-graders also know a little
something about politics: the letter
requesting an audience with Gov.
3rown isn't going to him personally.
"If we asked him directly, some
secretary would get the letter and that
would be the end of it," said Mrs. Allen.
Her class is writing to Phyllis George
Brown and enclosing a note for the
governor.
"We want to let him know we're
reducing litter so that when his new
baby comes along, it will have a nice
place to live."
The Browns are expecting their first
child in mid-July.

tow

Garrott 's Galley-

In 1595, King Henry IV of France
declared war on Spain.
In 1707, Benjamin Franklin was born.
In 1974, Egypt and Israel reached
agreement on separation sf
fighting forces along the Suez Canal.
In 1977, Gary Gilmore was executed,
the first execution in America in If)
years.
Ten years ago, beaten Biafran
guerrillas began trading weapons for
from Nigerian yficials.
food
_

By M. C. Garrott

At 58, He's A Fraternity Pledge
And Cleaning Ladies'Rest RoomsBack when I was a Murray State
student, we had about as many students
on campus from West Tennessee as we
did from West Kentucky — kids from
Paris, Dyersburg, Union City,
Humbolt, Huntington, Newbern,
Ripley, Tiptonville and all the rest.
Among the many from Union City
was a popular, fun-loving fellow by the
name of Turner Kirkland. We called
him "Moosie," the nickname - he
brought to the campus from his high
school days.
I hadn't seen Moosie for years until
we came to Murray a few years ago,
and I learned how well he had done for
himself in the business world.
Moosie had started and built the
Dixie Gun Works at Union City — one of
the few worldwide suppliers of antique
gun parts an accessories. I went to
Union City one day to see him.
I found him the head of a business the
main building of which would cover a
city block; more than 60 full-time
employees filling and mailing antique
gun and parts orders all over the world
from a jungle of shelves and storage
bins: a lirnosine in a special parking
spot at the front door; and old Moosie
reigning over it all from an office
adorned with "best wishes" pictures of
political and entertainment greats from
all over.
Moosie HAD done well!
Attached to his building was an antique car museum that looking like an
indoor parking
filled with
gleaming, restored and almost
priceless cars of vintagef dating back
to the turn of the century.
4- 4nj,ver Ainisbed ,callese_ at
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Murray State. World. _War_ II came
along, and he went into service like the
rest of us, serving four years in the
Signal Corps.
When the war was over, he worked
for a while for his mother in her toy
factory before becoming a jewelry
salesman, traveling Arkansas and
Tennessee. Long interested in antique
guns, he always had a few in the trunk
of his car to trade or sell, and it was
from this hobby has spawned the
worldwide business he operates at
Union City today.
Moosie loves a challenge, and guess
what his latest one is.
At 58 years of age, he has gone back
to college fulltime at the University of
Tennessee at Martin, which is near
Union City. He expects to graduate in
the Class of '81. "It's simply a matter of
self-satisfaction," he has been quoted in
explaining his return to the classroom
++4But, that's not all'
He has pledged the Alpha Tau Orn eg a
(ATO) fraternity at UT-M, and made
the dean's list with a 3.00 academic
standing at the end of the fall semester.
The fact that he is 41 years older than
the other 42 pledges to be initiated into
the fraternity in a couple weeks is not
an issue with the 48 active ATOs who
accepted him. They checked this out
beforehand, and found his age no
problem. They did learn, however, that
he is the oldest pledge ever recorded by
the fraternity.
The other day he arrived on the
Martin campus in a three-piece

Today In History
Today is Thursday, Jan. 17, the 17th
day of 1980. There are 349 days left in
the year
Today's highlight in history:

Service

By The Associated Press

Five years ago, Israel's foreign
minister said American officials had
given him "the notion" that Egypt
might be ready to negotiate another
Sinai withdrawal treaty.
One year ago, President Carter
appealed to the Ayatollah Ruhonsa
Khomeini, still exiled in Paris, to give
new civilian government a
chance to survive.
Today's birthdays. Diplomat Kenneth Rush is 70. Baseball player Darr..11
Porter is 28.
Thought for today: You cannot climb
the ladder of success with cold feet of
(par -- Anonymous

business suit en route to a UTM
business trips to Europe.
development meeting, but first went by
Becoming an ATO pledge has been an
the fraternity house to roll up his
unexpected highlight of that exsleeves and perform his assignment for
perience. His wife, Louise, was all for
the week — cleaning the ladies rest
his renewed interest in getting his
room each day.
degree and in no way objects to the
The only pledge activities he hasn't
hours he spends studying and as a
taken part in are rope pulls and climfraternity pledge.
bing on top of roofs. "I know my
All Moosie's friends in Murray — and
limits," he told the boys. He also balked
there are a slug of them — wish him
at wearia blue jeans, explaining them
well with his studies and his pledging.
'too tight fitting."'
Too, we all want to see it when he helps
+++
run the game ball to Murray next fell
Since he must put in an average of 25
when the Racers play UT-M at Stewart
hours a week studying to maintain his
Stadium.
class'average, he recently told a Union
I'll bet his "brothers" didn't tell him
•
City Daily Messenger reporter that he
about that!
also bypasses parties held in downtown
Martin. He attends those at the
fraternity house, though, and generally
is one of the last to leave.
'I have to remind them sometime not
to Wes, Sir!' and :No, Sir!' to me," he
was quoted and at his suggestion his
new "brothers" are calling him
Moosie."
Moosie may not be aware of it yet, but
the ATO boys expect to gain much from
his wisdom and vast experience in the
world of business and finance through
their association. "He certainly has
good leadership," a fraternity leader
was quoted,"and that is the quality we
prize most in a pledge."
+++
Moosie had been thinking for some
time about going back to college to
major in history, but his actually
getting to do it was delayed until
January of last year because of
business obligations, including frequent
••
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Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. McCuiston. of New Concord received the
tragic news March 30 that one of their four sons in the armed
services, SIC Gordon Washem McCuiston, had been killed in a
naval battle in the Southwest Pacific and his body buried at sea.
The three remaining brothers were Staff Sgt. Allen F. McCuiston,
Pvt. Joe W. McCuiston and Cpl. William Robert McCuiston.
Falsely reported in the same week was the death of Tech Sgt.
Landis Pogue in air combat over Italy on March 8, 1944. The
last message received from Sgt. Pogue stated he was a co-pilot
operating out of Sardinia, Italy, according to his parents, the Rev.
and Mrs. Terry Pogue, residents two miles cast of Murray on the
old New Concord Road. However, the death message was later
confirmed as a sad mistake and that he was reclassified as a prisoner
of war. . In March, 1945, the parents received a welcomed letter
out of Germany from their son.
Staff Sgt. James Boyd Buchanan, missing in bomber action
over Yugoslavia *since May 23, )vas reported prisoner of war, according to a War Department message to his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Buchanan of South 3rd Street, Murray. S. Sgt. Buchanan was
a tail gunner on a Flying Fortress.
Sgt. James Franklin McDougal, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
McDougal of the county, was killed May 3, 1944, at Indiantown Gap,
Pa., while riding with a group of sevicemen when the car collided
with a large truck. Last rites, were held at Elm Grove Baptist
Church in Calloway County..
Selective Service sharply dropped its quota for May induction
with 16 men reporting from Calloway County for service in the
Navy, reflecting the huge force of men now in training or in war
combat zones. Over a quarter of a million men already had died
in action. Other news on the home, front included the marketing
of nearly 8 million pounds of tobacco in this county.
Cpl. James Pate, 26 year old son of Mrs. Popie Pate of the
Sinking Spring neighborhood, was Ititivd in action in-Franee invasion
day, June 6, 1944. He was a member of a glider crew flown 'behind
German fortifications- at Normandy, Franee. Memorial services
were held at Sinking Spring Baptist Church for Callirway's
first
casualty with the American invasion force in France. •

To Be Continued

Looking Rai*

10 Years Ago
First place overall winner in the
essay contest conducted by the Hazel
Woman's Club was Krista Russell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Edward
Russell. Second place winner was Ten
Erwin, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Erwin, and third place winner was
Clara Adams,daughter of Mr and Mrs
•
J. T. Adams.
Deaths reported. include Gatlin
Clopton, 89.
Patricia Evans was named as "Miss
Rainbow of 1970" at the meeting of
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls.
Miss Linda Sue Darnell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Darnell, was
married to Ronald Paul Wright, son of
Mr_and Mrs. Ralph A. Wright, on Nov,
27 at the First Baptist Church.
Margaret Trevathan, head librarian
of the Murray-Calloway Count!.
Library, spoke on the- growth and
program of the library at the meeting of
Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi held at the Ellis Center.
In high school basketball games
Murray High beat Fulton City and
North Marshall beat Calloway County.
High. High scorers were Albert Scott
for Murray, Campbell for Fulton, Smith
and Doughty for North Marshall, and
Charles Rushing for Calloway.

20 Years Ago
In a roundup believed to be unprecedented in Calloway County, 12
juveniles were picked up this morning
by Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield and
Deputy Sheriff Vernon Roberts. The
juveniles are being held in connection
with break ins at Faxon School, College
High School, Dunn's Store, James
Futrell Garage, and Vine Street
Washingette.
The home of the Clarence Eldridge
family of Alm° Route 1 was destroyed
by fire on Jan. 15.
The Murray City Council has approved the acceptance of bids for a new
police cruiser to replace the present
1958 car.
Dwaine Herndon of Alrno has been
selected to direct the Murray State
College Children's Theatre production
of "Cinderella" Jan 21-23.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Watson and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Dill

30 Years Ago
Calloway County Sheriff Wayne
Flora said an effort is being made to
find all the equipment, much of which
belonged to the Tennessee Valley
Authority and other individuals, that
was used in the search and recovery of
the bodies of Talmadge Burkeen,
Robert Healy and Eugene Slocum who
drowned Jan. 1 in a duck hunting accident Their bodies were recovered in
the Pine Bluff area of Kentucky Lake
on Jan 14 and 16.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Parise
Cole, Z.5, and Albro Bucy, 52.
The Western dark fired tobacco Sales
averaged $26.17 per hundred weight
here yesterday A total of 374,000
pounds were sold for a volume of
rriChide—
and Mrs. Thomas E. Suiter on Jan. 10, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Jones on
Jan. 11, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward S. DeMyer .2
.
ridan. 11.

Bible Th()ught
Rut we are sure that the ludgment
ol God is act imfing to tooth . . Romans 2:2,
. iyeryibmg that t sid di H''. is st orcl•
ing to absolute truth ills iudgments
snit derision. are based in ilis p.''.
tatIciest

Letter To The Editor
Thanks
Dear Sir:
The Calloway County ASC Committee
and Office Personnel would like to take
this opportunity to express our
gratitude and to say "thank you," for
the fine cooperation we received from
your paper the past year
It was through the prompt and
courteous service of the Ledger and
Times that kept our farmers informed
with information on farm programs.
We wish for each of you the very best
for this New Year.
Sincerely,
David E. Riley, Jr., CED
Calloway County ASCS Office

Murray Ledger & Times
(IJSPS3OS 700
Publisher
.
....... Walter I. Appersnn
Editor
R. Gene Meeuteheon
The Murray Ledger It llmes is published
every afternoon excel:6 Sundays Atli 4, ChristMAS Day, New ear's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, me, 103 N 4th St.,
Murray, Ky 42871 Second Class Pristagt• Paid at
Murray,Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RAMS In areas served by
carriers. $300 per month. payable in rob ance
By mall in Calloway County arid to Bentor. Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. K y , and
Parts, Buchanan and Puryear Tn t.."2 rtn per
year By mail to other destinations, 637 30 per
year
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Arisociatioci and Souther:. ,t,.
.- arraper 7_ .. Awes
Association
Du Associated Press is esclusively entitled to
republish local news originated by The Murray
I.edger & Ilmes as well AA all other AP news
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!Ours To Contest
WKU Minus Hooker

Miirray Ledger & Times

Rams'Matchup With
Swann And Stallworth
Critical in Super Bowl

By DAVID HIBBM'S
"There is no doubt in our
After
announcing
his
Sports Editor
starting lineup, which will minds about the importance of
Becoming more depleted in include freshman forward this game," Keady said. "I
_14.Tanks each Oh Murray ,Walt Davis in place of Gary know Akron beat Murray and
One edge the Rams had in
Thomas, who missed half the
By BRUCE LOWITT
State will still go after the Hailer, Greene aclinittedhow -that-Tech played them to the
season with a knee injury and their upset of the Cowboys two
APSparts
.Wri(cr
Western Kentucky Hilltoppers much Hooker's loss will hurt.
wire, but I quit trying to figure
LOS ANGELES (AP) — returned as a starter in the playoff games ago was
in Bowling Green at 7:30
We hope someone will out score comparisons. You
"How do you defend against Rams' *0 shutout of Tampa knowing when Dallas quartonight in a battle of Ohio surface," he said. "Not too can throw all the stats out the
Lynn Swann and a John Bay in the National Con- terback Roger Staubach was
Valley Conference unbeatens.
many teams around the window when Western and
likely to throw. In third-andStallworth? Simple," says ference championship game.
Other college basketball— country have Hookers. The Murray tangle; I found that
Swann's biggest asset, long situations the Cowboys
Dave Elmendorf. "You do it
teams have been faced with way he's been playing, it's out last year iwhen Murray
with a Pat Thomas and a Rod Thomas said, is his con- shifted to the shotgun forsimilar predicaments this time to start talking All- upset Western twice,67-65 and
centration. "The guy can mation, an almost certain
Perry."
year, and they have risen to American." 66-64).
That may well be the most catch a needle in the dark — throwing formation.
the occasion. Both Kentucky
What Murray already lacks
"It's critical for us to get off
Knowing that, the Rams
critical matchup in Sunday's he can catch anything," he
and Tennessee have' entered in size, compared to the to a good start in this one.
Super Bowl game, with said. "If the ball hits his flooded their secondaty with
crucial games minus twO and Hilltoppers' lineup, it will also They have been playing very
Thomas and Perry, the Los hands,he's got it. That doesn't seven defensive backs, efthree key players and have be losing in quickness and in well with the lead and, with all
Angeles Rams' cornerbacks, intimidate me at all — but I fectively shutting down Tony
the country's fourth leading that quickness, they'll be
won.
trying to muzzle the Pitt- think we can do a few things to Hill, Drew Pearson and the
Probably wondering where rebounder with Hooker's tough.
sburgh Steelers' terrifying intimidate him...I think it's rest of the Cowboys'
"Murray has to rank among
the next bolt of lightning will absence.
my job to destroy the will of receivers.
tandem of deep threats.
Western Head Coach Gene the two or three best teams
strike, Murray coach Ron
No
other
the
receiver. Swann is a man; ' The Steelers, though, aren't
team
has
really
WALT DAVIS
Greene appeared wrapped in Keady discussed his team's we've played so far. And,they
been abble to stifle both wide hers human. And you can so predictable, throwing on
thought just before his team, challenge
before
the just beat Eastern. That's a big
Double-covering destroy his will to catch the first down., running on third
"They have a physical Allen Mann and forward Glen receivers.
with an 11-man squad, left on knowledge of Hooker's loss to hurdle they've already
one meant handing Pittsburgh ball."
down. "We'll have to think
ballclub," Greene said. "They Green for board strength.
cleared."
Murray.
the bus yesterday afternoon.
That sounded strangely like twice before we throw seven
Even with its size, Western quarterback Terry Bradshaw
are big and like to go inside.
On the other hand, Greene
is outrebounding its op- an engraved invitation to talk from Oakland's Jack defensive backs into the
"They've got a balanced
expressed concern about
:Tatum and George Atkinson' game," Malavasi said.
ponents, 37.2 to 32.3, while exploit the other.
Western's size and strength. scoring attack and do so much Murray has
"But no other team has two and Dallas' Cliff Harris a few
And how does Los Angeles
an advantage of
(injured
inside
where Bates
The 'Toppers will start a front
45,3 to 37.4.
cornerbacks that are as years back, when Swann expect to compensate for
line of 6-foot-9, 220 lb. center Michael) was. They
capable as ours," Elmendorf, suffered a concussion in the that? "That's why we're
But the Hilltoppers have a
sophomore center Craig - have a veteran team with four
Conference playing the game," the coach
bbig edge in shooting, hitting - the Rams' strong safety, said American
McCormick, 6-5, 205 lb. senior seniors.
Wednesday before the team championship game against said. "We'll find out Sunday."
forward Jack Washington and
"We're obviously not going 5j.9 percent for the season to began what Coach Ray the Raiders, then killed the
Nolan Cromwell, the Rams'
6-6, 205 lb. senior forwaca to slip up on them, but I think Murray's 46.1. Both teams Malavasi described as its
free safety,suggested one way
Cowboys
the
Super
in
Bowl
two
have lost four games, with
Mike Prince.
we're going to be ready.
hardest days of workouts.
with one magnificent catch to compensate for the loss of
McCormick has raised his think it's a must win for them' Murray winning 10 to
• "When you've got guys who after another.
the seven-back defense. "A
scoring average from 4.6 as a WKU ). It's one we would like Western's eight.
are as capable as Rod and Pat
"Making a sure, solid strong pass rush," he said.
freshman to 13.5 this year, has to have; they've got to have
and you're matching them up tackle; that's basically what "That's a prime reason we did
doubled his rebounds to 6.8 a it."
against Stallworth and Swann, Pat was talking about," said well against the Steelers last
According to trainer Paul you've got two
game and is shooting 58.8
With Hooker out, Greene
natural Wiles Perry. "If you hit. him hard year(1978 I.
Mock, who went with Hooker there — and I
percent.
said he will counting on center
"We were able to put
think that in the enough, maybe you can make
to the Memphis hospital where past we've won
the battles," him lose his concentration. pressure on Terry and cause
his was to ,be repaired, the said Elmendorf,
reflecting on We're not talking about going him to change his rhythm.
injury wn like a small hole or the Rams' 10-7
victory over in trying to deliberately hurt a And whenever you change
tear in rather than a detach- the Steelers during
the 1978 person. But when you get a anybody's rhythm on a pass
ment of the retina.
season. In that game, Pitt- person thinking,'Where's Pat pattern or whatevver, it
Mock said that the retina sburgh's tic) wide receivers Thomas?' or 'Where's Dave throws that timing off a little
would be frozen and should be were limited to just 60 yards Elemndorf?' get him thinking
it and it'll hurt; I don't care
Murray State head football .company with Texas head healed in time for Hooker to on five receptions.
about something- other than what the quarterback says.
coach Mike Gottfried will be coach Fred Akers, Southern practice by Monday or 'We'll be up in their faces the ball for one split second, When you change his rhythm
busy traveling the banquet California's John Robinson, Tuesday of next week.
just about all day," said you've got an edge on him."
it shakes him a little."
and clinic circuits during the current Ohio State coach Earl
next couple of months.
Bruce and former OSU coach
On Febrpary 23, he will be in Woody Hayes also there.
Central
St. Louis to speak at the
Then on March 1, he will
Kellogg Coach of the Year appear at the Louisville
Center
GARY HOOKER
Clinic. He will be in select Kellogg Coach of the Year
9-9 M-S
Clinic with Robinson, Hayes
1-6 Sunday
and Tennessee's Johnny
E,
c
L=7,Lcti[51j-27i b
LEI _o 1ff
Majors.
CAMP It-ASTER
LC-3On April 5, he will be in
A
Sleeping Bag
Kingsmill, Ohio for the
College Football Hall of Fame
Campmaster multi-colored nylon sleeping bag with
clinic along with other outtricot lining. Full length zipper, 3-1b. 33 x 77" Boxed
standing college coaches.
612-3079
Since December and over
'19.95
the next couple of months,
4-1b. oversized sleeping bag with flannel lining.
Gottfried will
_have had
_ over 50
39x84" Boxed 612-3087
speaking engagements.

Gottfried Hits Circuit As
Beamer Turns Down Post

COAST TO COAST STORES

BYRON'S

•• •••

Frank Beamer, Murray's
defensive coordinator, has
turned down an offer from
William & Mary for a position
as an assistant head coach and
defensive coordinator.
Today, William & Mary is
also intejyiewing graduate
assistant Mike Mahoney for
an assistant head coaching
job. Mahoney has been
working with the Murray
defensive line during the past
year.
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Edisoni,

Choose the one best
for your kind of driving
INSTALLATION
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. 30 per

Fast, low-cost installation
for all Sears shocks
Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Bock
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lb-Pc. Oven Bakeware Set
cwheaorr Hocking•
gloss
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en

Harvest amber
includes.
1 -qt. covered
casserole, loaf dish, 1 -qt.
utility dish, 9-in, pie plate, 3-pc.
wood spoon set and four 6-oz
custard cups with covers. 1305291.

1895

388
Edison Comfort Heater
Automatic—tensor tt.rMer frt:cluick, comfortobfd Ittntr —
.heot. 2 heat settings 1000 and 1320 watt outpul 2speed fan and safety swtich. 165.2254 °3COM
IDel'uxe comfort aensor heater, 1000 and 1500 wet;
output. 165.2262 044.44.

r

Your Choice

Wood
Holder

A. A lovely and practical addition to your
fireplace. Black and
polished brass wood
holder,-2r tong; 13"
wide. 275-4547
B. Wood holder in antique brass 275-4737
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Edge In Size To Tigers

Murray And Calloway
To Hook Up Tomorrow
Dan Key at 11.3 and guard
By DAVID1FIEBBITTS
Gary Emerson at 10.3.
Sports Editor
Smotherman also carries the
When Murray and Calloway
team in rebounding with
County hook up. Friday night
nearly nine rebounds a game.
for at least "bragging rights"
to the regular season county
"They have an edge in
championship at Murray
height," he said. "Ot course,
State's Racer - Arena, the
they've got (Greg) latto and
biggest difference between the
I Robin) Roberts who are so
two teams will be in exmuch bigger than we are.
they
perience.
where
"That's
Boy the boys and girls
definitely
. have an advantage.
varsity teams will clash With
Just thoge two niake themlook
the girls meeting in the first
a lot bigger.
game.
"They definitely have a
Murray would appear to
good club. They've beaten
assume the' heavy favorite's
several teams that beat us.
role with its 8-4 reeord to
Thera-re definitely the
Calloway County's 2-11 in the
favorite.
boys' matchup, but Calloway
We definitely want to win it
does have some favorable
because it's our biggest rival,
matchups if it can excercise
but once it's over, we can't
patience, according to coach
live off it if we win or get down
Chic Nute.
about it if we lose.
The girls' game pits the 10-1
"We've got to show somt
Lady Lakers against the Lady
improvement. The district
Tigers who sport an 8-3 season
tournament is, what it's all
mark.
about., If we were 14-0, I'd be
We are definitely going to
concerned about the tournament.
have to use a lot more
patience," he said. -We had
If we can play like we were
been very patient, but the last
after Christmas, we have a
two nights, we have not been
chance of doing something."
as patient. We haven't had
Coach Cary Miller of
good leadership the last
Murray
also
believes
couple of games."
Calloway is capable of
Another difference which
springing the upset.
concerns Nute is the inside
"They shoot the ball real
strength of the two teams.
well," he said. "I think they
Murray and Calloway are play good defense. We will
• evenly matched in their really have to be at the top of
scoring and rebounding our game for them.
"They have several high•-reldel§-7-13titri-teittns have
three players averaging
point
men, ( Richard)
double figures and have Smotherman has played very
capable leaders on the' back- well. They've got a good
boards.
rebounder
in
(Marty)
For Murray, the top three McCuiston and good shooting
scorers are guard Howie out of (Dan) Key: and (Gary)
Crittenden (16.5 points a Emerson.
Bobby
1 think the Calloway record
game, forward
Daniels (11.1) and forward is very deceiving. They've
Nick Swift (10.6). Swift is also played everybody real tough. I
the leading rebounder with a think our kids realize that
6.9 average.
fact."
Calloway's top three
Both coaches are expecting
averagesare almost-identical, a good crowd for the game,
Richard somewhere in the neighwith
center
Smotherman at 16.0, guard borhood of 3-4,000 people. ,

Head-To-Head
Murray forward Nick Swift (Left) and Calloway County center Richard Smotherman (Right) will clash inside when the Tigers and Lakers meet br the first time
,:this year at Murray State's Racer Arena at 7:30 tomorrow night. Swift and
Smotherman are at or near the top of the scoring and rebounding leaders for
their respective teams. Smotherman has o slight edge, averaging 16.0 points to
Swift's 11.3 and about nine rebounds to Swift's P6,9.

Wildcat Slump Has Hall Puzzled
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — hard. They're conscientious
Kentucky's recent basketball and want to win very badly,
slump has puzzled, but ap- but you just don't know what
parently not discouraged, happens to a player wyerrhe,
Wildcat fans.
gets in bne of these mental
About 500 attended Tuesday slumps and it spreads over a
night's . pep rally outside ball club.
..Wildcat Lodge- on the UK
"T haven't seen it this bad
campus. It was to give the since I've been coaching, but
„team a reusing sendoff before we're in a very deep one."
itinighi'S'
- -gOtitheasleiri—Coti--re-itt
ference game at Florida,
have to "get back to one phase
The Gators are just 4-9 of the game and see if we can't
overall and 1-5 in the SEC, but get our defense lined up.
tiny "Alligator Alley" is one of That's what is hurting us as
the league's toughest stops. much as anything right now.
Kentucky.is 13-3 overall and 3You can have those off.
2 in SEC play after losing two nights in offense if you come
of its last three games. The back down the floor and play
Wildcats hive a 14-8 record in good defense," he said, "but
the Alley and historically have when your offense .breaks
not played well there.
down your defenae,-you're in
Tonight's
game
may trouble and we've got to get
determine whether they have our defense back solid."
recovered from last week's 78As for playing in 5,454-seat
64
humiliation
against Alligator Alley, Hall said, "It
Alabama in Rupp Arena.
has been the scene of a lot of
"It is total confusion for me' tough ballgames, many upand the players," Coach Joe sets, some very good play by
B. Hall said this week. "They Kentucky teams and some
don't know why these things very bad play as well.
'Florida is a team that has
happen. They're working very

changed coaches in the middle
of the season," Hall said. -We
can't see what that has done to
t,heiite4p or what changes
are abo4'to be made — what
their spirit and togetherness
are like and how they're
functionirig as-a unit." John Lotz resigned as

Soviet Track Team.
Will Compete In
Mason-Dixon Meet
LOUISVILLE,- Ky. AP —
A track team from the Soviet •
Union will compete in the
Games,
Mason-Dixon
scheduled here Feb. 8-9, according to meet director
Charlie Zipprich.
Mason-Dixon officials made
a commitment to the Amateur
Athletic Union last month to
accept the Russian team,
Zipprich said Wednesday.
They were forced to
reconsider, however, because

Dollars
Save 800
During Our
January Clearance Sale
Cars listed have been reduced $800.(1
1979 Mercury Marquis Brougham 4-Door, Was $6300.00 Now $5500.00. Only 12,000 miles, like
new.
1978 Pontiac Bonneville Landau 2-door hardtop, was $5300.00 Now $4500.00 Only 16,000 miles,
fully equipped.
•
1977 Chrysler New Yorker 4-Door Brougham, was $4490.00 Now 63600.00. Only 44,000 miles.
like new.
1979 Chevrolet Four Wheel Drive with fiberglass topper, was $6600,00 Now $5800.00.
Automatic power steering, power brakes,air conditioning.
1977 Dodge Power Wagon - 4x4 Pickup Was $4400.00. Now $3600.00. Air conditioning, power
steering, power brakes, clean.

4800 will buy lots ofgas!
'AIIother used car;marked down!
• •Buy them now andsave!

Hatcher Auto Sales
515 South 12th Street - Murray 7534961
•

Florida's head coach Jan. u
after failing in 5'z seasons to
turn the Gators into SEC
contenders. His former
assistant, Ed Visscher; was
appointed interim coach and
said he _planned n€1 major
changes.

of tensions between the United
States and the Soviet Union
that arose after the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan
earlier this month.
"We had made the commitment before the Russians
went into Afghanistan."
Zipprich said. "There were no
controversies at. all It
sounded like- -it would be
fantastic if we could get the
Russians.
'But then we had to start
weighing our position
We talked about it an,.
our people, began taking their
temperature, so to speak. We'
decided it was in our best
interest to take the Russians
at this time. It would. be ioo/1
for the meet, good for tne
sport and good for the people
of Louisville in general."
• Zipprich said he received a
letter Monday from AM1
headquarters in Indianapolis
confirming that the Russian"
team would compete - in
Louisville as part .of a five'meet, three-week tour of the
U.S.
The letter listed five !lien
and three women on tile
Russian team, but said seven
athletes would compete in the
games. A coach and a chief of
mission also will travel with
the team.
Although he talked with
people in the community and.
around the country, Zipprich
said he was uncertain what .
the reaction might be to the
RUssianentry.
"I don't feel/ports shou10 ..•
14n this position, but you are.
'you sit back and WO,get a
few feelers from,
from the coinmanitr In the
situation of the Russians,
sports • and politics justr don'k
mix,"
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Joe' Greene Is Really
Not That Mean,So He Says

Mean
'

College Basketball Scores

National Basketball Assertion's
EAST
At A Gleam
American 67,Catholic 58
By The Aseerialed Press
Connecticut 66, Fordium 53
Easters Caalereace
Drexel 83 Letugh 77
Atlas& Divistes
George Washington 81, St. BonavenW
L
Pet. Glir
tore 76
33 II
750 Boothn
Georgetown, D.C. 64, St. Peter's, N.J.
Philadelphia
33 11
750 49
471,12
Washington
30 22
Hofstra 82, W.Chester 67
458 13
33 20
New York
Holy Cross 76, Vermont 71
IT 99
.irot
NOIF Senley
Navy b.
biary 41
Cane* Division
Penn St 75, W .Virginia 71
596 26 19
Atlanta
Pittsburgh 55,Dutgiesne 53
4
24 23
511
San Antonio
Providence 74. Rhode Wand 59
72 73
41e
5
Houston
St. Francis, N.Y.10,Pace 53
457
114
21
25
Indians
St. John's, N.Y. 66, Boston Col. 63
20 27
428
II
Cleveland
Temple 49 Bucknell 44
11 35
239 16'1
Detroit
Wagner 76,C.W. Post 75
Western Conference
Williams 58, Dartmouth 54
Midwest Polska
SOUTH
'
30 20
.600
Kansas City
Alcorn St. 86, Slisstssippi Vly St.61
INIgrobilese
II 22
.5* 3
- 4.4,adal 77.David** 72
Chicago
15 30
333 174*—, Delaware Si. 83,Samford 75
16 33
.327 13
Denver
‘
1
Duke 67, Wake Forest 66
13 35
.271' 16
Utah
Furman 86, E.Tennessee 84
Pacific Divisios
Georgia 68, Alabama 65
723
• 34 13
Seattle
Jacksonville 73, Virginia Com1-'4 monwealth 61
33 15
.8118
Dos Angeles
30 17 • .638
Ptioentx
Kentucky St. 73, Pikeville 71
lit
.540
27 23
San Diego .
Louisiana St_ 93, Auburn 82
24' 25
490 11
Portland
.304 194
14 32
Golden State
Wedaesday's Games
Boston 114, Chicago 104
LEXINGTON. Ky (a) - Here are
Philadelphia 121, Portland 110
the 15 top ranked teams in Kentucky
Indiana 117, Denver *
boys' high school basketball with MistKansas Oty 112, Milwaukee 106
place votes in parentheses, records and
New Jersey 172, Houston 112
total points.
Phoenix 115, Utah 108
12-1 219
1.
Lou Ballard 10)
Los Angeles 97, Golden State 96
14-1 204
2 Warren East )2j
San Diego 111, Atlanta 106
13-2 188
3 Franklin Co 12
_ Thursday's Games
12-1 186
4.1.0U Moore ijj
'San Antonio at Cleveland
158
13-2
Station
5.
Les
Bryan
Washington at Detroit
11-1 122
6 Coy Holmes
Atlanta at Phoenix
10-1 103
7 Owensboro
Friday's Games
12-2 101
ft Lou Central
Portland at Boston
14-1 89
9.0Idham
Co
Seattle at New York
11-1 83
10 Frankfort
Philadelphia at New Jersey
10-2 57
11.Lou Doss
Utah at Chicago
10-1 44
12. North Hardin
Derwer at Milwaukee
8-6 42
13.Ashland
Washington at Houston
10-3 31
14.1.4u Atherton
San Diego at Golden State
10-2 30
IS Oboro Apollo
Atlanta at Ins Angeles

Kentucky Poll

Mast:twin 67, Vanderbilt 06
Morris Brown 109, Morehouse 89
N.Alabama 72,Tenn-Martin 64
N Carolina 67, N.Carolma St.64
Old Donilmon 60, Norfolk St. 57
S-Alabarna 70, Georgia &.59
S.Floncla 70, New Orleans 67
Virginia 69, Penn 39
V141 102, Baptist 12
MIDWEST
Cincinnati 59,Tulane 58
Detroit 92, Ciuusius 78
E.Michigan 67, Ohio U 65
Kansas St. 71,Colorado 65
Kent St. 68, Miami,Ohio 61
Missouri 85, Iowa St. 70
Moorhead St. 79,SW Minnesota 66
Nebraska 64,Kansas 57
Nortbwtdtlern,Iowa 96,
Oklahoma 91, Oklahoma St. 82
St.LOWS OS, Ala-Birmingham 76*
SW Kangas 75,St. Mary's,Kan.11 - Toledo 72, Ball St. 60
Valparaiso 74, Butler 67 -

-

souTirwrsr
Ark.-Little Rock 80,&Carolina St. 77
Texas Lutheran 67,Southwestern U.65

Wednesday's Sports Transactions By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
KANSAS CITY ROYALS - Signed
Willie Wilson and EAILS Silveri°, outfielders; U.L. Washington, Jamie Quirk,
Onix Concepcion, and Rance Mulliniks,
infielders; and Steve Busby, Kent eve}knit, Mike Jones, and Mike Morley, pitchers.
National League
NEW YORK METS - Signed Roger
Fresh, °WIielder. and assigned lam to
Lynchburg of the Carolina League.
FOOTBALL
National Football League'
ATLANTA FALCONS - Named Jimmy Raye receiver coach and Jim
Stanley defensive line coach.
BALTIMORE COLTS - Named Mike
McCormack head coach.
CINCINNATI BENGAIS
Named
Hank Bullough defensive otkrclinator
and linebacker coach.

Mean Joe's massive body against the Los Angeles Rains
shook with the depth of the Sunday.
Now that Oakland's Jack
g
O4
1.1Inf
,
%a
htaetioke.
erupted from his
Tatum has hit the stands with
LOS ANGELES,Calif. t AP)
controversial
He.doesn't weigh 280 novr. his
— Is Mean Joe Greene really
The guide lists him as6-foot-4 autobiography,"They Call Me
mean?
If so, how meanis he? — riiis he
Minutes" has put a national
loocrS
ks:-3°°un
and
Not mean at all, Mean Joe -A
He is an awesome creature spotlight on escalating footinsists. Dien his unnerving
nickname bears a false with powerful ShOulders,arms ball injuries, Mean Joe has
like wagon tongues, hands as emerged as one of the most
connotation.
"I got it when I was playing big as catcher's mitts, a face interviewed personalities of
at North Texas State," he csionl.iestreerdb bay
rd.
mustache and Super Bowl Week.I haven't read the book,"
said. "Not because I was
rot& On the field. The guys
ForrnostroT his 11.7•YearS in Greene -said -of Tatum's-opus;
tacked it on me because it was . the National Football League "but I don't like the exhe has epitomized bone- pression 'assassin.' We're
a rhyme.
"Mean Greene,' get it? crushing defense for a team sportsmen, we're athletes.
"All players belong to the
They couldn't call me 'Lean that has won three of the last
Greene' not when I weighed five Super Bowls and"is going same fraternity. We try to
280 pounds."
for an unprecedented fourth help our teams win. It's not a
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent

Franklin County Moves
Up In High School Poll
By The Associated Press
1,F,XINGTON, Ky. (API —
Franklin County moved from
fourth to third in this week's
Associated Press boys' high
school basketball poll after
claiming superiority in 'the
state capital by trouncing
crosstown rival Frankfort 8952.

Louisville Ballard, 12-1,
drubbed highly regarded
Louisville Atherton 76-59
Saturday night and easil'y'
repeated as the top-ranked
team.
Warren
14-1,
East,
remained No. 2 with two votes
after bombing Tompkinsville
99-47,

Continuous
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a stadium, battle weary and
aching, and brushes off a kid
offering him a bottle of pop.
When he sees the boy's
disappointment, he takes the
bottle, gulping it down, and
then tosses the kid his jersey.
- --The- commercial took two.
days, 18 hours, and I drank 18
bottles of pop," Mean Joe
recalled. •'I never got so many
letters, mostly from women —
housewives. They see me as a
kind man."

ALL FALL AND WINTER ITEMS MUST GO
Group

Sport Shirts

Group
Sweaters

Dress Slacks

No,A

reg to 50.00

reg to 50.00

0
$1n00
Now

"Manning was one of
several options on that play,"
Maryland
Coach
Lefty
Driesell explained. "There
were a lot of things we cduld
do, but when he comes off a
pick, we can give it to him. He
beat Duke on the same i)lay
last year."
Wake Forest almost beat
Duke Wednesday night but the
fifth-ranked Blue Devils held

on to nip the Demon Deacons
67-66 behind Mike Gminski's
27.points. In another nip-andtuck ACC game, ninth-ranked
North Cartilina ended No.16
North Carolina State's 11game winning streak 6744.
Another ACC member, 12thranked Virginia, clobbered
Penn 69-39 in a nonleague
contest.
In other games involving

members of The Associated
Press Top Twenty, 10thranked St. John's turned back
Boston College 66-63, No.13
Missouri trounced Iowa State
85-70 and No.14 Louisiana
State trimmed Auburn 93-82.
Clemson, 11-3, had taken an
83-82 lead over Maryland On
Chris Dodds' basket with 27
seconds remaining. Manning's game-winning . shot

boosted Maryland's record to
12-2. Albert King led the Terps
with 26 points while Manning
and Ernest Graham had 19
apiece. Williams scored 28 for
the losers.
Maryland has a 4-1 ACC
mark while N.C. State and
Virginia are 3-1, North
Carolina 4-2, Clemson 3-2 and
Duke2-2.

By The Associated Press
The price of gold soared to a
record'8770 an ounce in New
'York Wednesday but Denver
had a couple of far less
valuable Nuggets.
Actually in Indianapolis,
where JamesEdwards scored
21 points and six teammates
also hit double figures as the
Indiana Pacers trounced the
Nuggets 117-99.
Back home in Denver, the
Nyggets announced that
David Thompson, who has
missed seven recent games
with a bruised heel, will have
his left foot placed M a cast

Nugget
George
And
. McGinnis, an ex-Pacer, was.
back home in Indiana, where
'managed a measly seven
points as Denver's losing
streak readied seven game's
overall — and 15 in a row on
the road.
The Pacers, who led at
halftime 49-45, outscored the
Nuggets 12-4 in the first three
minutes of the third period
and again by the same margin
in the last 3'2 minutes of the
quarter. Besides Edwards' 21
points, Alex English and
Clemon Johnson had 16
apiece,

for three to six weeks with
strained ligaments.

Association action, the Boston
Celtics defeated' the Chicago
Bulls 114-104, the•Philadelphia
76ers downed the Portland
Trail_ Blazers 121-110. the
Kansas City Kings edged the
Milwaukee Bucks 112-108, the
New Jersey Nets beat the
Houston Rockets 122-112, the
Phoenix Suns whipped the
Utah Jazz 115-108, the Los
Angeles Lakers nipped the
Golden State Warriors 97-96
and the San Diego Clippers
stiaded the Atlanta Hawks 111108.
Celtics 114, Bulls 104
Nate Archibald scored 22
points, including 20 from the
foul line, and Dave Cowens
triggered a decisive spurt in
the final three minutes.
Boston blew a 13-point lead at
the outset of the fourth period
but rallied for its 19th victory
in 21 home games. Cowens,
who had 21 points, broke a 100100 tie by grabbing a rebound
and scoring on a layup for his
21st point. Chicago's Reggie
• Thew led all scorers with 26.

PIG PAUL'S
PORK PLANTATION
BREEDING STOCK SALE

1:00

Saturday, January 26thrig
p.m.
Willow Springs, Mo.
At The Farm
Featuring:
20 Purebred York Boars
10 Purebred Duroc Boars
30 Open Purebred York Gilts
6 Open Purebred Duroc Gilts
20 Bred York & Duroc Gilts
25 Open York/Duroc Cross Gilts
NEWS FLASH! Meat Is Back.
At Pork Plantation, we've stayed with the "complete hog" — The kind that makes producers money
and shoppers happy. No Fads here!
Here's evidence: The last 500 boars tested on the
farm averaged .78 B.F.,5.60 L.E.
To meet buyers demands, we raise some of these
outstanding hogs on concrete and some on Ozark
rocks.
For further information call Pig or Howard at 417469-2063.
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BIG REDUCTIONS ON MANY OTHER ITEMS
Group

Suits and
Sport Coats
reg to 185.00
Now

cu to

North Carolina came from
16 points behind in the first
half to nose oout N.C.State. Al
Wood led the way with 15i
points, Mike O'Koren had 14,
James Worthy 13 and Dave
. Portland's
Kermit Colescott 10 to offset a 28-point
Washington tied,the score 69- effort by .State's Hawkeye Nimmiamb
69 with 5:51 left in the third Whitney.
qUarter but, Darryl Dawkins
hit on a reverse layup to start
sa 20-9 surge that carried the
76ers to an 89-78 lead, after
three periods. Erving scored
13 points and Maurice Cheeks
12 to lead the Sixers' thirdquarter assault. The victory
,7
was the sixth straight, 10th in
the last 11 and 20th of 23 for
Philadelphia. It was the 14th
loss in the' last 15 road games
for Portland.
Kings 112, Bucks 108
Bill Robinzine banked home
()IMOa
--nue ise4nerpi 14 a'
missed .shot with 25 .seconds
left, helping Kansas City
defeat Milwaukee and widen
its Midwest'Division lead over
the Bucks to three games.Otis
Birdsong scored 28 points and
Robinzine and Wedman 19
each fok the Kings. Robinzine's basket gave the Kings a
HIGHER ground clearance
110-108 lead and Wedman
Chevy.
added two free throws. The
LONGER bed than Dodge.
Bucks wasted a season-high 37
points by Marques Johnson.
MORE head and leg

Pacers Trounce Denver

slra

Bel-Air Center
Mw-re ,k .

New
England
player
paralyzed from the neck
down, has written that to pro
defensive players it is not
enough just to stop a man.
•"My idea of a good hit,"
when the
Tatum said.
vietifti - wakes .up on the
with train whistle
blowing. irhhis head." He said he personally strives fnt
"knockouts" and "limpoffs."
Mean Joe insists he never
gets that mean.

$500

Atlantic Coast Teams Draw Closer ,

Sears

Mean Joe, off the field, is'a
bear of a man with the soul of
a pussycat. Sometimes he
talks like a Rhodes Scholar.
He said his true character is
depicted. in . the TV corn-

F NAL REDUCTIONS
JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

Duke And UNC Escape
By The Associated Press
.The Atlantic Coast Con, ference MS- five of its eight
teams in the Top Twenty but
Maryland, which isn't one of.
them, is No.1 where it cotints
....in the conference standings.
The Terrapins made it to the.
top of the standings Wednesday night by edging No.17
Clemson 84-83 on Greg
Manning's short driving onehander with three seconds to
play. A desperation shot by
Clemson's Billy Williams went
in but came after the final
buzzer.

personal war. We don't purposely try to maim and
destroy. We meet force with
force."
Tatiun, whose crashing
tackle of Darryl Stingley in a

$40

Group

Sweaters,
Sport Shirts,

Jeans & Cords
reg. to 34.50

Dress Slacks,

Dress Shirts
11/2
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Thisis why
a JeepTrucic
should b
our next truck:

Sanders Takes
Marshall Co.
Coaching Job

room than Ford.
BIGGER payload
than the Big 3.

than

UNBEATABLE Jeep 4-wheel
drive traction.
A very competitive price.
Immediate
availability.

DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. —
Mayfield assistant football
coach Hiram,"Doc" Sanders
has been named head football
coach at Marshall County.
Mayfield's previous, Larry
Krouse, resigned to enter
private business.
Sanders will be in charge of
the football program in the
entire Marshall system, ac76ers 121, Trail Blazers 110
cording to school superinJulius Erving scored 26 tendent Reed
Conder.
points and Philadelphia
During Krouse's four years
snapped the 19th tie of the at
Mayfield, he had compiled
game and went on to beat the
a record of 22-19.
Blazers.

VI Jeep.
WE WROTE THE BOOK
ON 4.WHEEL DRIVE

5 YEAR
NO RUST
THROUGH
WARRANTY

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12th ST., BENTON

Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY,CALLpAY COUNTY AND AURORA

From the Truck Division of Jeep Corporation.

The Number o Call

7534434

Cain's AMC,Jeep, nc..
641 North

753-6448
1
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Task Force Works For Release
By ANN BLACKMAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
They're not hostages — for

which they feel both grateful
and guilty, depending on the
day.
These foreign service of-
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ficers and volunteer wives, say,'I have nothing new to
tell
unlike the Americans held you, but I want to keep in
captive in Iran, can go home touch," says Mrs.
Precht.
at night.
-Yet that means something to
It's small comfort.
them.
Most of the dozen men and
-Sometimes the families
women who work the State are furious, mad at us, the
Department's Iranian Task government, the state
Force once seived in Tehran. -Department. But we feel
it's
Now, back in Washington, our role to let them vent this
they are-working long, tor- frustration. Sometimes the
tuous hours to monitor the 75- people are so apses They
can't
day ordeal of their colleagues. talk. You can hear the
tears in
The crisis has been going on their voices."
so long that some. people are
At first, the families were
beginning to forget about it. called every day, Mrs.
Precht
The news is shifting to said. But as the ordeal
America's troubles with the dragged on
with., few
_,Sriviet Union_and_
nistan. _dev4.19P.Me
nt-si m14 Were
But on the seventh Oor-d- reduced to, twice a
week,
- the State Department. just unless there was something
around,the corner from the substantive to report.
secretary's office, members
"There have been intense
of the Iranian Task Force negotiations before — on
a
think of little else but the fate lifnindary line, in fishing
of the hostages, many of regulations, on SALT II,
but
whom are also friends.
never has such an emotional
Day after day, crisis after factor been injected
inti,
crisis, they work together in a diplomatic negotiations," salt:
maze of windowless rooms one of three.officers who
head
behind quadruple layers of ffitask force.
security, searching for
Fatigue was etched around
sornthing new in each new his eyes as he slumped in
his
cable or.news story from Iran. chair. "You always approach
"All of us have it on our it with hope. It's a
question of
minds all the time," said time.
Marion 'Precht, whose
"You tet annoyed. You get
husband, Henry, heads the frustrated. You get
mad. But
Iranian desk at the State you can't let yourself
get
Department. "We repeat our boiling mad so you
lose perdreams to each other. We spective."
wake up all through the night.
The officer, a quiet, intense
It% something that never man who has spent
almost a
leaves you." '
third of his 34 years with the
Another Woman, whose State Departmen
t and knows
husband would certainly be a all of the hostages personally
.
hetage had he not been on insistecton anonymity. V
leave when the U.S. Embassy
•'It's like fishing," he said.
was seized, said her family is "feu have a
lot of lines out
obsessed . with the hostage and you cheek
each pole to see
situation,that the tension is at what's- biting.
Some days it's
times overwhelming.
aetie. Some days it's
"My husband has been filled frustrating."
with guilt feelings,"- she- said.
He's been through other
"Our time is'filled,with crises, he said,
including .a
nightmares of no sleepa at all. drought in Africa
in which
I'm seeing a - personality many died,
tesion in the
C- hange in hip becaue of the Persian Gulf
when exporting
tension."
nations raised oil prices and
These women are among a the evacuation
of Americans
dcrten foreign service wives, from Iran year
a
ago.
all volunteers, who keep in
But this crisis, which has
contact with the hostages' lasted longer
than any of the
families, answering questions, others, eats away
at him, he
offering moral support, in- said.
terpreting the day's events.
• "Sometimes it's very dif"You have to be fairly tough
ficult to pick up the-phone and on yourself," he said.
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All You Can Eat SOUP'n SALAD BAR
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A FREE GIFT FROM OUR STORE
THANKING YOU FOR SHOPPING WITH US
For 3 Big Days At Uncle Je $
Discount Store In Murray

ti•

Jan. 18-19-20
...we} 11:00Fri-Sat-Sun
a.m.-7:00 p.m.
ok_o
Daily
1:00 p.m.-5A10 p.m.
Sun.

E
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Wholl Pay You 11.783%
6 Month Savings Certificates?
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time
deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum
deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount
of S10,000 or.
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest
on these
money market certificates. The interest is subject to change at
maturity. This
11.783% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now throtgh January
23,
1980.
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Prices Good Thru Sun
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

pichwein

Bayer
Aspirin

BAYER

IIMERS
Cild All

Fast Pain Relief
Bottle of 100

Elmer's
Glue-All
Dries Clear,Fast,Strong

8 oz. sa,

59

Clairol

Final Net

Wonder Bond

8 oz. Non Aerosol
Invisible Hair Net
Regular
Unscented
New Softhold

One Drop Holds
Up To 5,000 Lbs.
The Fast Strong One

Bestever
Deily Multiple

Old Spice
Stick Deodorant

Vitamins

Regular, Musk, Lime
21-2 oz.

Plus Iron
Bottle of 100

pri

Capsules
Bottle
of
16

Comtrex Multi-Symptom Cold Reliever
Relieves Major Cold Symptoms

Selo Yaw Choice

With Floride
7 oz. Family Six

$1
.18

Woolite

Johnson's
Baby
Powder

Liquid
Cold Water
Wash
For All
Fine Washables

"It's A Feeling"
You Never Out Grow
16 oz. um

Gillette
Trac II
Shaving Cartriges
---Poekageot

Rave

Instant
Nestea

Soft Perm Refill
Natural Styles
Extra Body
tforfb27Ne4dor3 '

I

100% Tea
Crz Jar

,

,.$1 88
Just In

WHOU PAY YOU 10.15% ON TWO AND A HALF YEAR
MONEY CERTIFICATES?

St. Regis
Loose Leaf
Filler Paper

Coco Midrib
Baskets

We have something new in our
savings plans - the 2'/2 YEAR
MONEY CERTIFICATE With a $1,000 minimum
?As% below U.S. Treasury Securities. deposit, you can earn an interest rate only
The interest rate for January is
annual yield of 10.681%. The rate on
10.15%, with
new certificates is determined
the first of
each month.

Sala

69
'
200 Sheets

WHO'LL PAY YOU 51
/
4% ON A PASSBOOK SAVINGS?
Carillon Plastic

AVP
Will!

Do you have some surplus cash you want readily available
yet want to earn interest on it? Then a Blue Chip Savings account is your answer. Interest rate
is 534%
and paid quarterly. Interest is paid from the day of deposit
to day of withdrawal.

Shower Curtain
With Rings, Assorted Colors

WHO'LL OFFER YOU A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS?

For Wash and.Wearables
Collar Contoured
Heavy Weight Poly-Pro
Break and Stain Resistant
Assorted Colors
Pack of 3
Style•77/3

PalIdeal
m Fan
For
Decorating
2 Ft. Fan

A subc!4ntial interest penalty is required for early withdrawal of certificates of dep

'The

1412

Fell She
$1Inplo Contra, &nail .

Woven Baskets

PEOPLES BANK
cylMURRAY
Member FDIC

Quaker King Size

No D-440
ideal for flower pots, wrorte baskets, and
uses throughout the house, goes with ant
decor, a perfect gilt too Set of 4

KY.
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Specials From Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept

aa
iiu

All Purpose
Industrial

-

Rain
Suit
97
HIGHWAY 641—MURRAY, KY

E:
ES:
.He
Duty Industrial Type Suit
•Double Thick PVC Laminated
•Electronically Welded Waterproof

Seams

.Zipper Fly Front
Fasteners
.Two Storm Pockets
Suspender Type Adjustable phoulder
Strap
•Veutilated Yoke Back

Boys

Girls and Infants

Coats

Coats

Shell and Lining Nylon,
Interlining 100% Down

With Locking Drawer
Hand Rubbed Walnut Finish

Tenex "Fiber Pro"
Racquetball Racket

1/
3 Off .
Assorted Styles
and Colors
Mon's Flannel

GO ft scale. 120 Tt Inside
completely waterproof
Will show depth, bottom
structure and fish.
comes complete with
tranidwer sd mounting hardware

Down Miftens

ome items not exacti as •ictured

Uncle Je $ Clothing De

Vinyl, Denims,
Corduroys

95

Can Of Two
Raqueibills $1.67

Reg.$9.47
With Genuine
Cowhide Leather
Wrapped Handle

Ladies

Table Tennis Set
Includes 4 official size 5-ply rubber faced
paddles, 4 table tennis balls, net, adjustable net posts and instructor booklet.

Bras
By Exquisite Form

Now 1
/
2

Blinard
Sock

Off Regular Price

Many selected Styles

Jeans
6

Special Selection

$399

Standard Size Hand Warmer
and 8 oz. can of fluid
in carded pack

pair
$
2
27

AO

Reg $4.99

Sale

s

Ladies

Jeans
$988

"Jon-E Hand
Warmer"

For frigid weather, made
from thermal fleece, top 100%
Acrylic, Foot and Leg 75%
wool, 15% stretch nylon, and
10% polyester

25% Oft

Wrangler, American
Graffitti, and Male

Wrangler, Action West,
Rambler Seats
Girl's Fashion

Men's Felt
Lined Lace-Up
Rubber

Designed especially to meet the needs of the avid light
tackle baitcaster and the bass fisherman. Lightweight
construction, fast retrieve, perfect palm fit and a host of
outstanding performance features make the Bantam 100
the reel that today's bass fishermen afe coming to!

Boots
$800
Boots
$10°°

Boots
One Style

Reg.$6.87 Sale

Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof of hardware, paint, automotive,
plumbing, electrical, sporting goods, health and beauty aids, housewares, clothing
and shoes, toys, a complete camera department and the lowest priced discount
pharmacy in the entire area. Everything At Discount Prices.

Ladies Fashion

$1199

Made of Solid Zinc
With A Hand Rubbed
Antiqued Brass Finished
Assorted Fish and Wildlife
Buckles to Choose From

Seled t.c1 Styles

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department
17 Piece
1/." Drive

Wrench
Set

Socket Set
Includes
Metal Carry Case
Reg. 0.57

11-PC. COMOINA7104 valENci4 ser
E

Socket
Set

Metric or S.A.E.
Includes
Vinyl Carry Case

Socket Set
Includes
Metal*Carry Case
_

Reg_ 18,17
Reg.$11 AC

38
'
- °NOP FORCife
STEE,
NAt9eD PANEL
IN VINYL POtICH

Metric or S.A.E.
IncludeMetal Carry Case

so.$567

..$899

All Weather

Seat
Covers

"Stronger Than
Canvas"
Tear Proof
Water Proof
Grommets every 3 ft.
18 ft. x 24 ft.

Vent Hose

Drill Press
Stand

1 Gros, Of
Auto or Truck

Tarp
and Cover

Vinyl or Nylon
Foam Backed

Heat Bulbs

2 Pc. 18"

Funnel

250W-5000 Hours

Uses For Gas And
Transmission
Reg.81.27

$257

99'

each
Sells Elsewhere $3.08 each
Fireplace Cast Iron

Dog Irons

Mouse and Rat Traps
Victor Disp6sable

1111101i 51111 1

15" Deep

Mouse •

33.

9

$289

ea.

pair

1

Limited Supply of
Union Carbide
High Performing

Oil Treatment
For Regular
Site Filters

15 Fl. Oz.
Reg. 1.29

98c

71-400

OIL
FILTER
WRENCH

Sel•
I .1

it 2 Per Customer

U.

OilL
TREATMENT

Pint Size
Mist or Stream
Plastic

Spray
Bottle
$147
111

.
7
•

each

11%Wriedri%

Rat
97C
ea.

Dust Catching
Furnace Filters
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Jan. 20-26 Proclaimed Jaycee Week
Murray Mayor Melvin B
Henley has proclaimed Jan.
20-26 as Jaycee Week in

ro e

Murray and Calloway County.
Jaycee Week, the annual
anniversary observance Of
the

Jaycees, will start County Jaycee president.
according to James
Henley said the purpose of
\I. Millen, Murray-Calloway
the week is to focus on young
men and women and their
work and to emphasize that
the local Jaycees have done an
outstanding job in fields of
internal and community
deVelopment.

$.159
IL, PKG.

BLUE BONNET

Light Spread

2 LI PKG

KROGER

$1 29

2 9' 2 02 CANS694

Cinnamon Rolls

We are sorry for any inconvenience.

JAYCEE WEEK — Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley signs a proclamation declaring the
week of Jan. 20-26 as Jaycee Week. Looking on are James McNlillen. local Jaycee president,
left, and Dan Potts, Jaycee week chairman, right.
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Maranatha
Christian Center

Regular Meetings

ANDY LIPPMAN
Associated Press Writer

.

/4
Joe Smith

Maranatha Christian Center
200 N. 15th St. 753-6666

...
Ot -jai"J.;.• , -...., . is,2
*A.,„iietignialirieta

It.,'
The project was entirely
organized by the students as
part of the college's four-week
winter term project. A grant
of $9,378 was obtained to help
fund the project, which is
expected to end when the
group of nine college juniors
makes it back to Oberlin about
Feb. 3.
The seven students portraying slaves are accompanied by a driver andel
photographer, who are
recording the trip.
Participating in the trip
along with Hoard, from Paoli.
Pa., are Larry Spinks of St.
Louis; , Marzella Player of
Reston, Va.; Lester Barclay
of Chicago; Adrienne Banks of
Chicago; Gail Ellison of Park
Forest, Ill.; Herman Beavers
of Cleveland; Richard Littlejohn of Bridgeport. Conn.;
and George Barnwell of
Clinton, Md.
The driver serves as a
lifeline to the outside world
and prepared meals of such
dishes as grits and chicken
that slaves might have eaten.
Before leaving, the group
studied as much as it could
underground
about the
railway, a concept Hoara said
still eludes many blacks and
whites.
"The emphasis has usually
been on the wrong part,"
Hoard said. "It's always been
on the abolitionist first and the

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ACROSS
1-i 7
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BLDNDIE
WOW!THIS 15
, 70-4E,MOST Excrt-iNG
STOP'? I VE

ARE NeCu 1
SurvISTEAD"?

SIGN ,-4E12E- T'S A DEL....ivEreY
FOR YOUR WIFE FROM

Tuo8uRY'5

EVER PEAL)!

;

I -a
-.11.4o.To —,

PHANTOM
5HARE
PREVDENT
WAE.A! I AM
' SO HAPPY TO
-SEE YOU ALIVE!

THAT
FEELING.,
CAPTAIN
IT WAS
TOUCH
AND GO.

4

,\ A
Send food and
medicine to
hungry and sick

HE'S 60T GENERAL
BABASU. YOU WERE
HIS PRISONER!

PrOw HE'S YOL/R5!
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52 Loops
54 Worms
55 Wants

•
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re000000 00
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COO 82130 00020
00 02000002
£12000 0020
LCD 00 002205
C00 DODO 0020
LOU IMMO 00013
41 Consecrate
43 War god
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beasts
47 Baker's

product
48 Female deer
51 RupeeS
(abbr.)
53 Compass pt
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Reward- offered for return of
- white Persian cat with Mack
ears and tail, lost in Paoorama
Shores area on January 2nd.
Contact Peggy Hunter, Rt.5,
Box 1065 or phone 436-2207
Reward' Lost or stolen Male
Boxer dog from vicinity of Glendale Road and West Dogwood
--Drive- Disappeared Friday
about midnight Children's pet
Fawn or tan with alot of white
around neck, face and feet
Wearing 3 collars, red leather
black nylon, and flea Call Hibbard. 753-5598
Lost Small Beagle in area of
Ledbetter Church wearing III
collar with F M Clements If
found call John Clements, 7531996 $25 reward'

6,144 Wanted
Babysttter needed in my home
8 am to 1 pm, five days a week.
Must have references Call 7591816 after 4 pm
Need babysitter in my home
Call /53-1230

35 East Chestnut StnKit
Columbus Ohio 43215

CLASSIFIED AD
1
DEADLINES
In order for your ad to appear
n the date you specify you
must adhere to the following:
eadlines. An ad must be called or brought in by 12 noon
he day before in 'order to appear in the next days paper,
with the exception of ads to
start in Monday's.paper. the,
/
most be called or brought in by
10 AM on Saturday
To have an ad cancelled,
before publication you will
ineed to contact us by 8 AN
'that morning in order for it notl
to appear in that days edtilin j

Part-time lob for dependable
person
with
medical
background to do exams for insurance companies in area
Prefer RN LPN, or Ex-Military
Medic Call 502-737-2298
RN OR LPN. Ideal part time lob
for Murray resident not working
full time No patient care flexible hours, excellent pay. (901)
424-2926 or write Mrs. Couch.
516 Lambuth Jackson, TN
3830 I

Applications are
now being accepted for nurses
aide training
classes. Apply at
personnel office
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

I
SNAELE.1
Products for nears
hoaltiefil life aatwally.
Will call on you.
7111-19114

Texas Oil Company needs
dependable person who cah
work without supervision in
Murray. KY Contact customers
' Age unimportant but mtturity
is. We train Write 0 1 _ Dick.
President,
Southwestern
Petroleum Ft. Woeth. TX
Wanted immediately RN or
LPN for 1110 7 shift, excellent
salary with shift differentials
Insure plan with PCS, drug
card vacations. and holidays
Care Inn. 4th 8 Indiana.
Mayfield, 247-0200

Free Store- 759-4600
John 1415. -It ye love me.
keep my commandments II
John 1 9. -Whosoever transgresseth. and abideth not in
the doctrine ef Christ hath not
God He that abideth in the
doctrine of Christ. he hath
Father and. the Son Sabbath
worship service. Saturday's 11
AM and 6 PM Bible study. 6 til
8 evenings. Study._ by phone
anytime Free Store for the
needy All donations appreciated Anyone having need
or would like Bible information
or study call Bible Facts or Free
Store, 759-4600.

FREE

Murray. Ky
lealtatea el Beaten
Renton, Ky Ph S27-8463

we base Love Sevdio
negatives.
•
•

CARTER STUDIO

304 Main
:
•

753-8798

•

10:BUS0Pportunity
Real Estate development needs
venture capitol. from private
sources Participation offered
Finder's fees guaranteed Con_

Heenng Aid
Sonic, Confer
9 o.ns.-12:00 Noon
Friday, 25th
W•Ms Drip Store

•

Associates, 905 Sycamore,
Murray KY 42071 Phone
(502) 753-7724
Service Station and Grocery
.Store in Coldwater for sale,
550.000 or will' trade. Any
reasonable offer will be considered. 753-8498
Young.-iggressive, degreed accountant for immediate position as Internal Auditor and
Budget Analyst. Salary range
$12,000 to $15,000 Contact.
Treasurer, Plumley Rubber Co..
Paris, TN 38242, (901) 6425582

5.1ost and Found

ltif—
rstructions

Found in Kingswood Subdivision, snap on hood for coat
Phone 753-7952 between 5
and 8 pm

_Wallis Stained Glass is offering
classes in stained glass and
wood carving. For information
call or write- Wallis Stained
Glass, Hwy 121 West, Murray,
KY 489-2613

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

alma mom iiiMMM
MEW MIME=
AMIN ME=
OMMIONM amnia
-,40403
1 Footwear
MIM
E AMA JENA
2 Small quantiMEM
MOM UM
ty
3 Negative preMO MIIMMINIM MI
fix
4 Gratuity
MU
M AMMO
5 Girl's name
Solar disk
aim=
ammo
49french erticfe
50 Set of games

HOW, SIRE C

7 Bow

1 Strike
8 Preposition
6 Positive pole 9 Require
11 Sermon
10 Redacts
13 Made
12 Time period
amendl
13 Takes as
14 Conjunction
qne's own
15 Begged
16 Solo
17 Scale note
19 Remunera18 Worm
tion
21 Hanging
20 Home-run
king
thing: Var.
21 Dab
-23 Malice
22 Deposits
25 Sly looks
24 Tear
27 Natioor
25 Writes
sheep
26 Brims
.29 Beverage
31 Puffs up
28 Be present
30 Yearn
33 Small horses
32 Sow
34 Halt
33 Flower parts 36 Dirtied
35 emitates
37 Slip
39 Verve
37 Solitary
38 Devoured
40 High-hat
42 Also
43 Coral Island
45 Sesame
46 Greek letter
47 like some
• Tail

Lost Black back, white feet,
male Beagle Lost in vicinity of
South 16th Rewards 1531530
Lost Timex watch on January
5th, around Beauty School or
Post Office Call /53-7935 or
753-0112 Reward!

CAMBODIAN
REFUGE
ES
THROUGH
CARE 'CZ%FOTANS

Hoard, Oberlin Students
Retrace Steps Of Slaves
Escaping To North

Open House

.—

492-8962

Built on the foundation of
creating opportunities for
leadership training through
community
betterment
projects, the Jaycees have
over 385,000 members in more
than 9.200 communities.
The national headquarters
is in Tulsa, Okla.

RIPLEY, Ohio (AP) —
When David Hoard and his
fellow Oberlin students set out
to retrace tfie steps of slaves
escaping north, they knew
they wouldn't be able to fully
recreate the hardships of such
A trip. •
But the group strayed a
Upcoming Events:
little farther away from
•Author
realism than they would have
...Former chemist with the GAF Corliked when they crossed the
Ohio River Wednesday.
poration, 17 years
'Come and get acquainted with us
Where 19th century slaves
'Now proclaiming a prophetic word •Tuesday, Jan. 22, 11-2 and 6-8
might
have -stolen a boat and
to the body of Christ Monday, Jan. •Refreshments Served
secretly made - their. way
21, 7:30 p.m.
across the river, the students
were greeted with songs by 300
.Exciting film of the true story of
students of the Ripley
David Wilkerson's ministry with Sunday 10:00 a.m. Bible Study
Elementary School.
gangs, addicts, and hopeless youth 11:00 a.m. Worship Service
Television cameras whirred
on the streets of New York. Wedas the group struggled with
Thursda
30
y
7:
p.m.
nesday,Jan. 23, 7:30 p.m.
unfamiliar river currents,and they had to redo the actual
landing
because
one
-cameraman missed the action.
Still, the trip, which began
Greensburg, Ky., on Jan. 2,
at
3
has not been without its share
11111111111111111111111111111111111 iiiiii 11111111111111 iiiiiiiiiii1iiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiii
of realism.
- PEANUTS
There have been cold nights
THERE'S A i-iiiNNED
and tired feet as the group
LiOU'P BETTER USE
QUESTIONS HERE,MARC,iE,
walked north. The group has
ML? '14ANNERNIEF SIR
AN7 7ON'T KNOW THE
slept in the same spots that
might have been underground
ANSWER TO AN OF THEM
railroad stops for real slaves.
They have worn the same old
clothing since they began.
They have been called
"nigger" and taunted as they
.•••••••4
rutigitieeift—ut--ferari
From taking this trip, I can
once they were stopped by a
NANCY
see what the slave had to go
sheriff.
But still-the group admits it through to make it to
SHE
WHILE
„cannot . duplicate the fear freedom."
-YOU WERE
SURE h
those earlier slaves must have
-DID
OUT THAT
LOW CALORIE SNACK
felt.
Singer Melba Moore said
GABBY
We can only make •oneher favorite low calorie snack
MRS. SMITH
tenth of the feeling," Hoard
when she is relaxing at home
PHONED
said. We started out this trip
is. minced- clams and fresh
with respect,for what they did. mussels. She said she always
Now we are in awe of thefear keeps a- supply at home as
and the pain that they en- they are chewy, last a long
dured. We like to tease each tune in your mouth and they
other,
that if we were alive won't spoil your hipline or
BEETLE BAILEY
then, we wouldn't have made waistline." •
I THINK I Y. YOU
MADE THE BRIDGE
IN THAT CASE
THINK
STRONG ENOUGH
I'LL NEED
2
FOR YOU,SARGE
MORE ROPE

•:/
14NS%

New telephcine number:

HIGININIMIONHINI

'Today people are searching for truth and meaning to life. Maranath
a is raising the banner of love, proclaiming Jesus is the way,the truth, and
the life.
'Join us this year in His life.

10!•1

FRESH
CATFISk
DINNER!
$3.50
Full order
$3.00
Short order
HAZEL CAFE

The week celebrates the
founding of the Jaycees, by
Henry Giessenbier in 1915 in
St. Lou. The local Jaycee
chapter was founded in 1955.
The name of the national
organization was changed
from the U.S. Junior Chamber
of Commerce to the U.S.
Jaycees in1965.

CORRECTION

Kraft Velveeto

5. Lost and round

Jai!.

The Kroger Ad that appeared in Wed. Jan.
16 issue of The Murray Ledger 8 Times
&load have read as follows:
CREAMY SMOOTH

Big R5 CLASSIFIED ADS!

Small black dog
with some gray
hair last seen
near
Bonner's
store on 280. Answers to name of
Jack. Child's birthday
present.
Has Scott Terrier

face.
Call
438-2598

WILLIS STAINED
GLASS
is offering classes in
Stained Glass and
wood carving. Forwinformation call or
write: Wallis Stained
Glass Hwy. 121 West,
Murray,
Kentucky.
489-2613.

Ammwilwwwowmamk

NOTICE
THE CITY OF MURRAY IS OFFERING
FOR
SALE THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT;
(1)1966 CHEVROLET PICKUP TRUCK
(1)1970 DODGE DUMP TRUCK CHASSIS
(1)FORD TRACTOR HAY MOWER
(2)FLAT BEDS FOR DUMP TRUCKS "
EQU_IPMENT MAY BE ThisPEcrED AT THE
SANITATION DEPARTMENT, HIGHWAY
641
NORTH. SEALED BIDS WILL BE ACCEPTED
UNTIL 5:00 P.M.,JANUARY 23, 1980, and
SHOULD
BE'FORWARDED TO THE CITY CLERK'S OF.FICE, CITY HALL BMEDING. Tb
SHOULDSE
MARKED ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE ENVELOPE SEALED BID AND STATE THE
ITEM
WHICH IS BEING BID ON. THE CITY OF
MURRAY RESERVES THE RIGHT TO
REJECT
ANY AND ALL BIDS.

ob.

••.•
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12. Insurance

19. Farm Equipment
For sale John Deere 1911"
double fold disc, $6250, John
Deere 13' chisel plow, $1850,
John Deere cultimulcher, 15',
$3080, Wm- Deere- 646'
plows, semi-mounted. $3250,
John Deere six row cultivator,
$1850 Call after 5 pm, 4892141
For sale Tobacco racks. Wood,
on rollers. Many uses. See at
Murray Warehousing Corp., or
call 753-8220-8V-5- _11.0ger
Cooper.

24. Miscellaneous

Now
)N5IDE THE
SUPREME
COURT
'THE

Firewoqd, 18 inch, 24 inch,
Oak and Hickoiy, $25.00 rick
Fancy natural hooey $4.50 qt.
Call 489-2327.

me
able
cal
tintea
itary
• job
king
flex901)
uch.
TN

needs
can
on in
mers
atunty
Dick,
stern
N or
ellent
ntials
-drug
lidays
diaria

needs
ovate
ffered
Con112t
Phone
rocery
sale,
Any
coned ac
posir and
range
ntact
'r Co.,
) 642-

ffen ng
s and
matron
tainee,
urray,

46. Homes For Sale

50. Used Trucks

53. Services Offered

House for sale by owner 106 S 1967 Chevrolet half ton Fence Sales at Sears. now Call
We've
• 13th St Call 753-0305
pickup. $500 Call 767-6409
Sears 753-2310 for tree
estimates
for your -needs
Got
1915
1
wheel
Chevrolet
four
Older three bedroom home,
rive. Can be seen at 805 Have your carpet cleaned by
acre
frontage
14
2
183'
on
lot,
.0
Shield
the
Firewood for sate: 1- 17.50 a
lee- Smith- Carpet Leauir 44e
141 KirclItn- acrtnartrroom--404f.
rick, $22.50 delivered. Delivery
YD-MAl
remodeled. New carpet, new 1976 Datsun pickup 4-speed people who know carpets Call
For your
within 2 days. Call 753-8127
REAL ESTATE
bath. Small barn, chicken with camper shell Call 759- 753-6660 for tree estimates.
Litiv•Health.Home
753-8080
house, smoke house, good well 1561 from 8 AM to 5 PM
Flower
stand, three tiered, 5'5'
Having trouble getting things
Car•Farm•Businass
tall, 24x31
and 2 gardens. Under $13,000.
/
2 black wrought
LOOK TO THE SHIELD
done around the home' PlumbProfennand Services
1979
For
Renegade
sale
C.1-5
Will consider 10 per cent coniron, one yeartikt, excellent
With The Fmadly Touch'.
ing, carpentry. roofing? Call
tract or rent with option. Call Call 753-3938
condition.
Call
759-4651
753-8950
Ramis Ross
1974 Ford Ranger 1LT pickup,
498-8913 after 5 pm.
Firewood, seasoned, any
and
Herndon
641 N.
's Welding Route
excellent condition. $2500
length, delivered. $25 per rick.
Box
Smug less
1.54_153-950/,
48.
Aute:-SeiviCes
Located about 54
Cari 414-8822.
Boyer Tree Service, 753-8536.
miles from Murray on
M-Farmall with 2 row New Idea
Four white spoke wheels, will 1978 F-100 pickup 382-2327 Insulation blown in by Sears
641 N. three bedroom
save on these high heating anc
fit a three quarter ton truck
corn picker, both in excellent
FIREWOOD
1973 International Travelall cooling bills Call Seats 753
B.V. home newly
210 E.
condition. 753-9507.
Call 759-1330
MAin
FOR SALE
truck, Model 1010, 8 cylinder. 2310. for free estimates
decorated, large kitPh
165 Massey Ferguson diesel,
automatic transmission, air
chen-den, spacious
$18
and up!
MICRELIN
IIICIELIII
26.10400
1400 hours, excellent condiMTN
"Merely men, Geraldine."
conditioned,- -radio, heater, Licensed- electrician Prompt
master bedroom, carDelivered
CARROLL
tion. 753-9501.
power, clean. Anxious to sell. efficent service Reasonable
port. Move into this
Call 763-1171 after 5
34.
Houses
For
TIRE
Rent
Estate
Call 753-8050 or 753- rates Call Ernest White 753Real
$1195.
•43.
spotlessly
clean
home
p.m. 717-4441.
0605
6500.
SERVICE
and enjoy good coun14. Want To Buy
FENCE MATERIALS
For rent: Three bedroom house
Chain link fence, 3 to
try living. Price
Maley Auction i
Wood for sale, $20 a rick if you in country. Call 492-8225
Special on truck bed covers Licinsed Electrician and gas inYour Car And
Good used baby bed Call after
12 ft. tall, Cedar
reduced to $37,500.
Realty Sales
pickup, $25 delivered Call
Wik, have fiberglass and stallation,heating installation
Truck
Light
630 pm 753-7707
Unfurnished 5 bedroom house.
COt INERT
privacy fence, split
40 WOODED
753-8167
aluminum, sizes to fit long and repairs Call -753-7203
Tire I ieaTer
Auctioneer R.
Central gas heat. Ideal for large
rail, barbwire, wood,
Used fishing boats motors and
ACRES
OF
Apprats.
beds, short beds, and courier Mobile home anchors and
25. Business Services family or several individuals.
1105 Pogue
Ph 901 ,47A-2986
trailers, $2000 and udder Call
and steel post, gates,
COMPLETE PRIVACY
trucks. Parker Ford, 753-5273. underpinning, aluminum or
a
South
Fulton
753-1489
753-5791.
pipe
kennels.
Also
Dog
753-3672
Murray Maid Service Cl
fiberglass. Also patio awnings
Large Private Lake,
51. Campers
and tubing for strucyour home any afternoon.
UNIROYAL 111111111TAL
Want to buy Junk cars Call
and carports. single or double
stocked w/fish. This
Call
Century
21
Loretta
Jobs
tural
use.
753-5137
after 2 pm.
See the new Prowler trailers for Jack Glover. 753-1873 after '6
36. For Rent Or Lease Realtors about our VIP Referral property is one mile S. 49. Used Cars
474-8838 after 5 pm
Largo lireatery • Lon Mee
1980 - Also many good used Pm.
26.
but
94
Hwy.
TV-Radio
W.
of
Wanted to buy Used mobile
because
Service.
changing
AAA FENCE
1915 AMC Hornet Hatchback, 6 trailers. Arrowhead Camper
totally
secluded.
homes is enough trauma by
homes. 10', 12' and 14 wide
Mini
25 inch RCA color tv.,
sum,
cylinder, automatic, power and Sales, Highway 80 East, Mark Smith, masonary contracBeautiful building site,
itself. In a word it's called adCall 527-8322
tor, fireplaces. flus built
automatic, $250. In good conair, five new tires, good gas Mayfield, KY. 247-8187.
444-1886
Warehouse
tree farm
Only
justment.
Moving
Paducah,K y
from
chimney
repairs. Call 489Hwy 60 W
home
dition.
Phone
to
753-6531.
mileage,
$2200.
Also
two
12"
Articles
15.
For Sale
Storage Specs
$25,000.
home and neighborhood to
2231.
wagon wheels-tires, to fit five 52. Boats and Motors
R.C.A.
19
inch
color
portable,
For Rent
200 foot good used fence for 20.
n ieghborhood.
- Sports Equipment like new,$100. 753-2385.
bolt VW. And an AM-FM CB 1976 Hydro-Sport bass boat. Painting - Paperhanging. Comdog pen or etc.. and 12 posts
After
753-4758
we sell your home, we
stereo. Make offer, 753-8240. loaded, with 1977 model 115 mercial or residential. Free
automatic
Browning
12
guage,
$150 East school whet, size
Wanted: responsible. party to
pride ourselves on knowing the Acres of happiness! Three loveMercury. excellent condition. estimates 759-1987
14, $20 Call after 4 pm, 474- 3" magnum, made in Belguim. take up small monthly payment 37. Livestock-Supplies neighborhood that awaits you ly wooded acres are included 1976 Buick egal, all extras, 753-8603.
real barrel. Like new. $325
8866
elsewhere,. The schools, parks, with this charming 3 bedroom, excellent Andition, low
'on 25" color t.v. Warranted.
•
firm. 753-1208.
53. Services Offered •
Clayton's - I & B Music, 753- For sale: Two registered Black shopping facilities. Now for the • 2 bath cedar sided home with mileage. Call 753-8666.
Camera
Angus
bulls,
one
year
old.
Used commercial whirlpool 7575.
ingenious part...VIP Referral living room and den, central 1973 Capris 2000, 56.000 AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodelFON SALE
can examine
trouble?• and repair.•
Phone 437-4365.
with
filterss
and
Free
pumps.
A
may also find a buyer for your electric heat and air.
maintenance
and
miles, new tires, good mileage. ing
COLT PYTNORS
27.
Mobile
Home
Sales
•
weight plates•Olympic weight
CARTER STUDIO-:
Timothy and Fescue hay. Call present home from another ci- decorator's dream. Call Spann Call 753-9677.
References. Guaranteed work.
•
$355.00
'I'.
For sale: 12x50 mobile home 759-1330.
bar 753-0129
Associates, 753-7724.
753-8298:
estimates. Call 753-8948 • 304 Main
Free
Realty
ty,
then
help
that
family.
adjust
$340.00
4" 814,4
1979 Corvette, white, Jenson
located at Fox Meadows. Cenafter
753-2501
5
pm.
or
to
,p
your
neighborhood.
Musical
Sound
22.
sound system. Low mileage.
Below Discount
tral air, gas heat, two 38. Pets-Supplies
familiar? It's the same'thing Practically new home on dou- Call
needing
Are
you
an
old
house
Snow
removal
.
from
after
5
pm,
753-9422
driveways,
Drive a little and save alot! Us- bedrooms, washer an dryer, Attack dogs for sale. Dober- we do lor
Call Rogers
you someplace else, ble Jot, has 3 bedrooms, 2
tore down, will tear down for parking lots, etc. Also tractor
ed organ, used Spinet and carpeted. Underpinning and mans and Rottweilers. Training Call 753-1492
753-3309 after 6 for helpful infor- baths, with central heat and 1968 Camaro, loaded with ex- the inoterial. Call 436-2516.
work: breaking, disking,
right pianos. Rent a new large storage shed included. for your dog. Wildfire Kennels, mation on
air.. Immediate possession, tras, real sharp. Call 759-1718.
this service.
b.ushhogging, blade work. Cad
?ib
from
Leach's
Music
&
KY.
Paducah;
554-5976.
Brothers
&
Landscaped.
Son-General
Byers
Call
5
pm,
after
owner-•
must sell! Asking 1973 Camaro, green with black
Hearing aides $511 each 25
geM111111111=mmw
753-7400 from 8 til- 5, after 5
$27,000. Call Spann Realty stripes, 350 automatic. new home remodeling, framing,
inch color t v $100 Call 753- V downtown Paris since 753-8847.
AKC registered St. Elernard
Purdom & Thurman
pm 153-292. •
1926.
aluminum
gutters,
siding,
and
Associates,
753-7724.9206
For sale: Two-bedroom mobile puppies. 502-362-4064.
-Goodyear GT radials. brakes roofing.
Insurance & Real Estate
Call 1-3957496)ir 1- Tree trimming and removing.
and shocks. New Craig stereo,
Racking horse. 7 years old. Inventory sale. Baldwin pianos home, 12x34, furniture in- Beginning dog obedience
Court
Sq,a,
souths,de
e
362-4895.
Also light hauling. 753-5476.
Baldwin organs. Also have cludes kitchen appliances only.
and
etc...best offer. 753-1567.
with English saddle and bridle
Classes, all dogs from two monMurray, Kentucky
used 9 ft. concert Grand piano, Call 489-2387.
Carpentry
-Whatever
service.
Wet
basement? We make wet
Also 17' Runabout with 115 hp
ths up are trainable. Have a
1916 Datsun F-10, Hatchback,
753-4451
your needs. old or new, qualit) basements dry, work completeEvinrude motor Call 153-8561 used Spinet. console, Baby 1918, 14x64 Two bedroom better behaved companion. 11=M11111•1111111MIIMMII
33.000
excellent
miles,
condiGrand and upright pianos. Usly guarenteed. Call or -write
after 5 pm
tion. Michelin radial tires, 5- work. Call 753-0565.
ed organs. Lonardo Piano Co4 trailer, furnished with washer Call 436-2858.
Morgan Construction' Co.,
dryer,
cleaning,
and
central
reasonable
Carpet
at
underair,
speed,
over
30
mpg.
$3000.
sale: AKC registered Dobert
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
16. Home Furnishings across Post Office. Pans, TN. pinning and concrete steps. For
serefficient
rates.
and
Prompt
Call
'753-1913.
man Pincher, house trained,
So long Santa! But why, did $12,000. Call 474-8822.
vice. Custom Carpet Care, 489- KY 42001, or call day or night.
Chest.of drawers. various end
black and rust. 753-8603.
1975 Firebird Trans Am, new 2774.
1-442-1026.
you" leave us so many pianos
tables, formal Victorian couch,
tires, tilt, air conditioned, AM
organs? Must sell at our 1260 Two' bedroom, one full .Great Danes. two adult
and
Will
haul driveway white rock
Desk and chair and gold leaf
cleaning,
free
FM stereo, 4-speed. Price Carpet
cost, some for only $20 a mon- bath. Everything goes. Phone females: one will be in season
Ag lime, also have any type
and
mirror Call 7t3-1310
references,
estimates,
satisfied
753-2607.
this month. Also tyro 4 month
th. Also used pianos and
We're sold on your house $2195. Phone 753-9710.
Vibra-Vac steam dr dry clean- of brown or white pea gravel.
INVESTMENT For sale Red carpet, 9x12, ex- organs. Hurry back Santa, but 28. Mob. Home Rents old puppies. Give us an offer.
before we sell it. Our theory is 1970 . Ford Torino. 35,368 ac- mg. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning, Also do backhoe. work. Callcellent condition. Also baby's please don't make us play SanPROPERTY
simple. We take the time to tual miles, power steering, 753-5827.
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
trailer, natural gas, very Must sell! 753-4106.
crib and mattress, 2 years old ta next January. Clayton's • I & 12x60
36
x
187
know your house, price it cor- brakes, 302 motor, excellent
building
Pit
on
80
Bull
dog
753-6763.
puppies
for
sale
clean.
No
pets.
Call 489-2118.
Call 753-8643
B Music, Dixieland Center,
x 200 lot. Now rented
rectly, and discover it's distinc- gas mileage. Extra good condi- Concrete and block work. Block 55.
1-901-364-2402.
Feedsale.y, And Seed
Three bedroom central heat,
garages, basements,
for
$705.00
tive
per
features. Because we're tion. Call 753-37%
month
For sale Contemporary, free Murray. 753-7575.
41.
Public
Sale
natural
gas,
new
furniture
and
walks,
patios,
steps,
drive);ree
Hay for
and has more rental sold on it, it's much easier to For sale: 1974 El Camino,
Call 753-7654
standing fireplace
Burnt 23.-Exterminating
carpet, 2, full baths, near Garage sale, Thursday and Friestimates. 753-5476.
after 5 pm.
space available. Buy
find the right buyers and close sharp! 436-5880.
orange Call 753-8255
University.'Call 753-5209. . day, 17th and 18th, Murray..
this and get a good
the sale. Then we even save you
Driveways white rocked and Timothy hay and Fescue hay for
For sale New first class rug,
Manor Recreation room, 9 am
return on your intime after the sale by helping 1973 Grand Torino station- graded, free estimates. Clifford sale. Call after 5 pm. 753Trailer
lot
for
rent.
Call
759never been used, size
til 4 pm.
vestment. Priced at
"
with time-consuming paper- wagon, best offer. Call 759- Garrison, 753-5429. after 4 7787.
1799.
109"x107' wine colored
$74,500. Phone Kopwork. nail a matter of spen- 1718.
43.
Prn
Real
Estate
Two bedroom mobile hqine for
Cost $125 will sell for $75 or
a.Free Column
perud Realty,7534222.
our time wisely so it, 1966 GMC pickup, threeding
rent. One bedroom mobile Look us over before you look
AsksUiff•Fence
Sales at Sears now. Call
JUST LISTED
doesn't
/a_urs,,Thjs
waste
islust . Jjorter_ton, real .w,orAtr,_ belt
Call 435-4429.
.Sears. ,753.211n ler . *tee puppies.
Writ. WI bet-Montt:. 100
,
tin n87.When -You're reacif to
For safe 'Bunk beds Call after
ariotfief reason yu shouTd call _offer. Phone 1S -17i'.
Three bedroom brick
deposit. Call 474-8805 after 5 buy a home, you need a lot of
Free kittens! 2285 Coldwater
foryour
estimates
needs.
430,753-7755
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
veneer house on 1/2
pm.
Road, green and white trailer.
questions answered. iike what
acre lot, located apRealtors today at 753-1492. 1978 Grand Prix, low mileage, Guttering by Sears, Sears conRefrigerator. 2-door. avacado
condition: Call 753- tinous gutters installed per Give away mix breed
excellent
Two bedroom trailer, private kind of financing is best?
proximately 1 mile
puppies.
We're the itighborhood ProFrigidare Call 489-2266
8277.
your specifications: Call Sears Make good pets. Call 492-8103
lot, water furnished, couples or Where are the schools? Shoppsouthwest of Cold- fessionals.
PUN Is) 141 4
--- - - -boys. Referenced people only. ing Centers! What about the
after 5 p.m.
water on Bazzell
250 cc Honda Trail bike ex- 753-2310 for free estimates.
19. Farm Equipment
paperwork that's usually involv_
753-4726.
Cemetery Road. Eleccellent condition, $390. Call
ed? Get the jump on these and
tric heat, has flu for
753-9920.
FallHMIS@ Cleaning
32. Apts. For Rent
966 International tractor, plow, 24. Miscellaneous
other questions by calling Cenwood
stove,
carport,
disc, chisel plow, cultivator Modern office desk, $125. Call Apartment for rent, close to tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors,
1974 Mustang II hatchback.
Walls, windows, floors and carpets,
$21,000. Phone Kopgutters. Free
Will take best offer. Call 759-,
and 4 row drill Call 382-2327. 753-0186 or 436-2294.
M.S.U. Call 753-6564.
at 753-1492. We have just this
estimates. Insured and experienced.
perud Realty, 753-1222
Call day or
4508.
kind of information that makes
night:
for full-time Real
your
house
hunting
easier.
1966 Mustang, very good conEstate Service.
Sr
759-1176
YOU'LL SCORE
dition. 753-1367.
Rent
POINTS
WITH
1914 Monte Carlo, nice. Calf
HORNBUCKEE BARBER SHOP
I Nice
furnished
YOUR FAMILY!
209 Welniet Street
753-8149.
NEW LOCATION
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
apartment for 1,
If you buy them this
Closed All Day Wed.
1972 Olds 88, one family car,
economic,
roomy
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
2, 3 or 4 girls.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
64.000 miles, $800. 753-0330.
home. Beige colored
Pries of
Phone 753-5865 or
1971 1-Bird, $3700. Call after
vinyl siding aluminum
HAIRCUT $1.25
PRICE SHAVE 754
753-5108.
6 pm; 753-3566.
eaves, and new roof.
& Mow alit Hews m1,153440•••*Ho
HH.H.
Nal. S.."
-0
,
•
194
You can really be an
1976 Vega GT stationwagon,
Olympic
Plaza
Furnished
fighter
energy
apartment near
36.000 actual miles. Call 753711 Elm St.
Hours 9:30-9:00 Mon.-Sat.
downtown- Murray. Call 753because the central
7853.
This lovely 3 bedroom home has extra large
4109.
gas heat has a new
753-3174
1972 Volkswagen Super Beetle,
living room with fireplace. Dining room. Full
wood furnace as an
New
2
bedroom
apartment,
new
tires,
near
completely
rebuilt
lot,
large
air,
and
heat
central
basement,
auxiliary to the main
fireplace, many extras, $265.
motor, body exttittnt 153dOvmtown, school and hospital. Call 753-5842 for
system. Price only
Call
753-1779.
4.111116.1.14
.
1
•
9507
appointment.
FREE
Kopperud
$31,900.
105
N.
12th
Street
Nice 2 bedroom house, near
Realty,711 Main.
1975 VW Rabbit, new paint.
• 20 MILE
753-8080
lake, 9 miles from Murray.
A DREAM NOME
battery. AM-FM radio, steel
DELIVERY
Fireplace, very economicaljo
Don't dream a home,
radial tires, excellent condi522 Main St.
heat. $150 per. month. Till
buy one! This lovely
tion. Below market price. 522753-0984
436-2224 or 759-1354 after 6
home has 3 large
8469.
Floored
pm,
and:ready.
Up
to
12
x
24.
Also barn style, ofbedrooms with walk-in
50. Used Trucks
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U.
ins
closets, 2 baths, large
Two bedroom apartment,
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble ap to 24
1977 Chevy 4x4, V8, tilt. air.
sunny kitchen with
carpeted, central heat and air,
Dower
steering
brakes.
and
pantry,
neutral
carx
60. Buy the best for less.
WE ARE PLANNING TO ESTABLISH A
water, stove, and refrigerator
VERYTNING
CO:6101:10111,1. is 111401.715
transmission.
automatic
peting in all rooms.
furnished. 1414 Vine St.
POSITION IN THE CALLOWAY COUNTY
Beautiful home on Hwy. 1828 near midway. 3
Is. $5250. Call 759-1148
Den has beamed
HEALTH DEPARTMENT FOR A NUTRITIONIST
CUSTOM-BUILT
PORTABLE BUILDINGS
large
bedrooms
with
bidlt-ins.
MAi
y
Also
built
in
33. Rooms for Rent
er 5 pm.
ceilings, impressive
business center and china cabinet in kitchen.
fireplace, and other
One room` efficiency apartMINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
Den with fireplace and bookcase, sewing center
extras.
Attic could be
ment.
$90.
of
corner
Located
In
utility
room.
Central
heat
air.
and
Shaded 1
GRADUATION FROM AN - ACCREDITED
1978 Ford Pickup, Ffinished
out for 3-4 ad16th and Olive, by University.
acre lot with excellent garden site. Priced in the
COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY WITH A
150, 30,000 miles,
rooms.
dition,a1
*
Call 753-6737 after 5 pm.
60's.
BACHELOR'S DEGREE IN HOME ECONOMICS,
power steering and
Located in one of
Rooms for rent, one block from
WITH A MAJOR IN DIATETICS OR FOODS AND
brakes, air, sliding
Murray's best subUniversity. 753-1812 or 759NUTRITION: OR GENERAL HOME ECONOMICS
rear window, radio,
Owner
divisions.
STROUT REALTY
4909.
slide out spare tire,
OR HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION WITH A
moving out of state.
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
MINIMUM OF TWELVE HOURS IN FOODS AND
Kopperud
recessed tool bqz,
Phone
THt ASSOWTION OF
NUTRITION. STARTING SALARY $4.57 PER
ROOMS
heavy duty suspenRealty, 753-1222 for all
FIN BITS
sion, 460 engine,
HOUR.
details on this fine new
JOE L. KENNON
arge room with
listing.
automatic transmissiPERSONS INTERESTED IN TAKING THE
WITH THE WORLD'S
rivate entrance and
on,dual exhaust,large
EXAMINATION CAN OBTAIN 54URTHER
LARGEST REAL ESTATE ORGANIZATION
ESTATE
COUNTRY
wheel
lchen
•
fac=
-We
covers,
For
farms
_
9
45.
large
Call
ra•TAII.S. AND APPLICATION FORMS FROM
New colonial _home on 12 acres, so ..111811T
work
bumper,
front
753-8572 of
•aal
.
csaiNe
airsuradia .
THE CALLOWAY COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTor -sser--32-Nies of -14004APii, bumper
luxuries,so much spaciousness, owner will conguards, tails
SINCE 1900
MENT, 701 OLIVE STREET, MURRAY, KENarea Call 48
Backusburg.
in
sider trade for city property or will finance to
on side of bed. Ex34. Houses For Rent
TUCKY.
2195 affer 5 pm
qualified buyer,reduced to sell. .
cellent truck in every
APPLICATION MUST BE,RETURNED TO THE
Room for rent, one block from
46. Homes For SIli
way. 16 MPG, call
Barbara beds 7S3-41a
Warren Ihropetars 753-1277
GALLOWAY COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
University, all utilities includJames Hamilton, 753Ales amity 753-N35
LISTINGS WANTED
brick
story
Ream
two
bedroom,
aft*
753-1536
Five
OFFICE ON OR EFORE JANUARY 30, 1980
ed, $70 per month. Call 753IL& Nook 753-23$7
9400 after 5 p.m.
BUYERS FROM EVERYWHERE
'knee Maw I53-7515
house, central gas heat. Call
NA TIONWIDE UYER & SELLER REFERRAL.SERVICE
0430 or 753-8131.
753-5791 9 AM til 4 30 PM
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Deaths & Funera s
Funeral For Allie
Mae Chadwick
McGee Scheduled

7

Earl Stom Funeral
To Be Held At
Chapel Friday

Final rites for Mrs. James
Allie Mae Chadwick) McGee,
54, are being held today at 2
p.m. at the Memorial Chapel
of the Anglin Funeral Home,
Dover, Tenn., with the Rev.
Herbert McFadden officiating
,,and Mrs. A. R. Nelson, Jr., in
charge of the music.
Serving as pallbearers are
James Nelson, Forrest
Troutner, Ralph Sykes, Percy
Williams, Danny Stuart and
litrberrIstrtfrrrart-Burial will
follow in the Hart Cemetery in
Stewart County,Tenn.
8.
Mrs. McGee,- Route 1,
Dover, Tenn., died Tuesday at
the Memorial Hospital,
Clarksville, Tem., after an
illness of one week. A
graduate of Dover High
School, she had owned and
operated a beauty shop in
Decatur,
until about 312
years ago when she and her
family moved to Dover. She
had served as president of the
Hairdressers
Union
at
Decatur.
Born Nov. 15, 1925, in
Stewart County, Tenn., she
was the daughter of Ira
Chadwick and
Mildred
Anderson Chadwick who
survive. She was a member of
the First. Baptist Church,
Dover,Tenn.
Survivors include her
'husband.
James,
one
daughter, Miss Jami Jean
McGee, and her parents,. Mr.
and Mrs. Ira Chadwick, all of
[lover, Tenn.; one son, Larry
Gene McGee, Wilson, N. C.
Mrs. Paul Dill of Murray is a
sister-in-law. Several other
relatives in the area also
survive.

Funeral Services
To Be Held Saturday
For Ralph Bennett

After 18 Years, Mike Douglas Being Replaced
HOLLYWOOD(API— Mike
Douglas, host of a popular
syndicated television talk
show for 18 years, is being
replaced,
the
show's
producers say.
The announcement Wednesday
by
Group W
Productions followed reports
that negotiations with Douglas
over is licw
1 at
were
foundering. Douglas' current
contract expires in June.
A spokesman for Group W
The Mike Douglas
said
Show" — syndicated on 153
stations nationwide — has
"been doing very well, tiut for
a Iiing-rangP Commitmentinto.
the '80s it was felt the
availability of John Davidson
and his interest in doing a
show for a number Of years
was a deciding factor."
Industry sources connected

The funeral for Earl Stom of
Funeral services for Ralph
Murray Manor Apartments
will be held Friday at 11 a.m. Bennett of Kirksey Route 1
at the chapel of the Max will be held Saturday at 2 p.m.
Churchill Funeral Home with at the chapel of the J. H.
Quirchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Jun t ortner and-the
Rev. A.11.McLeod officiating. the Rev. Bob Dotson ofProviding the music will the ficiating. Daytha McCallon
Rev. and Mrs. Marshall and Clarice Norsworthy will
provide the music.
Fortner.
Active pallbearers will be
Pallbearers will be Michael
Herschell
Pace, Hugh
Stom, Marty Stom, pan
Ezell, Hugh
Doris
Johnson*
Camp, Jerry Stom, Earl
GregaaT and -Miehael •Lalser. Palmer, Baron Palmer and
Burial will follow in the New Bbyd Norsviofthy. Honorary
Providence Cemetery.
- pallbearers will be Clay
Friends may call at the Smith, Max Hurt, Lowell
Palmer, Joe Pat James,
funeral home.
Mr. Stom. 83, died Wed- Crawford Hanley, Hal Smith,
nesday at 8,50 a.m. at the Udell Smith, Charles Smith,
Murray-Calloway County Robert Hartwig;.and Jack
Hospital. He was a member of LaJeuness. Burial will follow
the Memorial Baptist Church. in the Chapel Hill Cemetery.
Federal-State Starlet sews Seri,and an Army veteran of World - Friends may- VAIL- at the -Tanuary17.!gee
after
on
a.m.
funeral
home
10
Kenticks Purchase Area Hog Market
War I. Born April 30; 1896, in
Report Includes 6 Buyutg Stations
Ballard County, he was the Friday instead of the time Receipts. Act. 323 Est. 950 Barrows &
announced.
previously
Gilts .50-150 tugher sows uneven stead
son of the late Tommy Stom
$1.00 higher advance on wts. lower Sti,
Mr. Bennett, 7.1, died lb..
and Martha Rosetta Phelps
Tuesday
11:15
at
p.m.
at
the
US 1-2 200430 lb.
937.50.37 75
US 2gra-24o lbs
93725-37.50
He is survived by three Murray-Calloway • County US 2-S240-250 be
936.25-37.4
US 24 200-210
daughters--Mrs. Earleen Hospital.
Sows
wife,
survived
his
is
by
He
US 1.2370-350
Thurmond
-Mrs.
and
929.06-30.00
US 14300-450
*29.00.2900
Henryetta Cainp, Murray,and Mrs. Clara Peterson Bennett, US
1-3 450-500
$29.00-30.00
Kirksey
Route
one
1;
US 1-3500.650
Mrs. Leola Lafser, Cadiz; two
$30.01331.00
US 2.3 300-500
927.00-29.00
sons, Donald Stom, Murray, daughter, Mrs. 'Judith Ann Boats
19.00-23
Niblock,
Diego,
Calif.;
San
and Mitchell Stem, Kirksey
Route 1; one sister, Mrs. two sons, Ronald R. Bennett,
Clifton Johnson of Wingo San Juan Capistrano, Calif.,
Route 2; one brother; Jesse and Edward L. Bennett,
Stom, Murray; 18 grand- Mountain View, Calif.; eight
children; five grW----*and- grandchildren; one great
grandchild.
children:-

with stations that carry the
show said some had been
pressuring Group W to find a
younger
host
because
Douglas' loyal audience was
-growing old_ with him," The
'Nev Yark Times reported
today.
Neither Douglas, 54, nor his
manager could be reached for
Davidson's name came up
two weeks ago in another
replacement that made
headlines — the firing of 65year-old Bert Parks as emcee
of the Miss American

Stock Market

"Philadelphia's adopted son"
by the Philadelphia Bulletin in
1978 when it became apparent
he would leave the city for the

/
1
2

'4999 or Below
Price

Dress Snits Phis FREE Tie
Boots
Shoes

!idu.tria I Average

Coats (Some as low as $16.95)
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Dress Pants
Sweaters
Shirts
Corduroy Jeans
Colored Jeans

Corduroy Suits
Sportcoats

30%

Off
One Rack Separates
(Blazers, Vests, Pasts)

Ties 30% Off and More

20%
Off
Jeans•Beffs
Robes •Pajamas •Jiffies

1001
.145.
70
11:s
ui

litialeuhrsidbe'eleisn

Socks-Undorweer wed
accessories eet as sisle

+01
224,1
22
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.,..
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Jerks°
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g
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nnk*
era0
11ats
rt
5,1-Mart

West Coast to attract guests
His show, which originated in
Philadelphia for 13 years, was
the last national show taped
there.

FINAL CLEARANCE
On AllFall 49. Winter Merchandise

Prices of stocks of local interest
at
loon. EST. today, funushecl to the
htur:.i) Ledger 4 Tunes by First of
Mictugan Corp.. of Murray, are as

Cu' Products

Hog Market

Pageant. However, pageant
officials ruled Davidson out as
a replacement for Parks..
Douglas
was
called

33 uric
313%
30%
4
k234% -4
128 12 ik,

Bel-Air
Shopping
Center

‘Xing ts 21en
The Store For Men

See the price get sinalier...11PASTANTIY!

Americans'Income Up

WASHINGTON (AP)"-- The inflation. However,; after
total income of • Americans deducting tax increases, the
increased 12 percent last year, gain in income trailed price
nearly keeping pace with increases.
The Commerce Department
inflation, but savings fell to a
said the after-tax per capita
30-year
government
the
low,
HUNT AND PECK
.
income of Americans at the
• • NEW YORK (AP) — Some said today.
end of 1979 was $7,653, a gain
consumer
prices
As
have
pigeons are roosting pretty
of $614 or 8.7 percent from a
high these days because the been increasing at an average year earlier.
percent
of
1
month
recent
a
in
U.S. Coast- Guard recently
Total personal income infound they have a talent for months,.the December income creased
1.1 percent in
showed
gain
that
income
total
----spotting the bright orange
December
to $2.022 trillion.
is nearly keeping pace with
used on lifejackets.
Income had hit the $2 trillion
mark for the first time in
November, when the monthly
incre.ase also was 1.1 percent.
Total tax payments increased 15.8 percent during
the year, with the aVerage tax
payment $1,357.
Savings
durinr,.... 1979
averaged 4.5 percent of incame, the lowest since 1949,
when the average was 3.6
percent. The savings rate in
November of 3.3 percept was
& the lowest since the Kommerce Department began
keeping monthly savings
figures in 1959.
Al) Kentuckyancl Tennessee. burial policies guaranSavings-equalled 4.9 pereent
teed
-nieriecnne
in savings.r.eflects a effcirt by
'Americans to maintain their
living standards in a period of
high inflation.

The Miller Funeral Home is
proud to announce the completion of its new chapel.
We'd like to invite everyone
to come by and see our new
facilities.

RCA
ColorTrak

492-8758

"Where You Save
Does Make A Difference"

SAVE INST
UP TO $100

Earn The Community's Highest Savings Rates

30 Month Money
Market Certificate
January Rate — 10.40%

On 1980 RCA ColorTrak TV or SelectaVision" VCR

Compounded Daily

Great Color! Instant Savings!
Save $100 on RCA 6-Hour SelectaVision VCR and Color Cameras!
Now on every new 1980 ColorTrak.
Turn your television into SelectoVision
and
Now during RCA's Instant Savings Days, you con
Save 1100 INSTANTLY on VCR model,
VDT600, VDT625, Also sore $100 INSTANTLY
save $30 on 19" and 1s diagonal table-medals
("FD" models). 550 or all 00700 series consoles.,
on RCA High-Performance Color Video
$100 on the 60730 series. and $100
Cameras(CC003, C(004)
wilts
G0760R/930R/48OR series Remote Control consoles.
All feature ColorTralcs i,,tornotic systems that
get the color right-

6 Month Money
Market Certificate
11.783% Jan.17th thru Jan.23rd

AZ 11 tr
:02.1 2:1 CA

---$10,000 Minimum Deposit--Substantial Interest Penalty For Early Certificate Withdra sval—
Fecierol keg olo(ions prohibit compounding of Interest on this type account

Murray
Murray
Fsik
Downtown
South
Branch Hopkinsville Branch
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
7th and Main
O
715 So. 12th St
753-7921
1,4D114

753-1214

RCA
ColorTrak
19"

Hurry! This is a limited time offer!
Stop by your participating RCA dealer today
fill out the Instant Savings Days Certificate, and
save INSTANTLY on the 1980 RCA Colorjrak, or
SelectaVision of your choice
But act now

ends March 2

this Instant Savings Days

RCA
753-1713

4

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

offer

